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Fe$*ps rire most important challenge so far

lksahee* how to remain vital in an evolving

enviroqrrent where voice, data and video are

perceived as indistinguishable; where the

tomertrip* of voice services no longer comes

wift a clear<trt mandate; where ultra high

gaed campus backbone networks fued into

lotrl*r speed local netvrrork, and the demand

for*ut"buerspeed' to increase is condnual;

rrhere dtmands fu,r more bandwidth at the

de*torp to actornmodate muhimedia appli-

cadom isaccompanM by demands br more

motriliry and flexibility through the seamless

integntirn of wired and wireless media'
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President's Message
Convergence-More than Data, Voice, and Video

Within this issue o{ the ACUTA

Journal, you will find articles looking

at a myriad of issues associated with

convergence. I believe it is important

io look at all aspects of convergence

that will impact our campuses.

Convergence is more than merelY

combining the bits that form a

stream of an e-mail, telePhone call,

or a videoconlerence onto a com-

mon infrastructure. It is not just a

technological issue but a financial

and organizational issue as well.

From the technologY standPoint,

there is no question that conver-

gence is here today' Just look at the

daily dose of alPhabet souP in the

news media: VolP, VoP, VoATM

(voice over asynchronous transfer

mode), VoD (voice over data), and

VoDSL (voice over digital subscriber

line)...and the list keeps growing.

The question is, how do You classifY

a technology that the vendors are

implementing in so manY waYs? If

you call it VolP or VoP (voice over

lnternet protocol or voice over

packet), today you're not quite right,

because much so-called VolP traffic

still runs over PVN (private virtual

networks) implemented via frame-

relay networks. Mosi VolP traffic

currently does not use the Internet at

all. With the excePtion o{ some

limited application and trials, the vast

majority of VolP never really touches

the Internet. Use of services like

Dialpad.com by our students and the

lnternel2 working group on VolP are

notable exceptions.

While I freelY admit that VolP-or
whatever you choose to call it-is
here to stay, I must question if it

ready for pnme time usage on our

campuses. My father-in-law calls us

from Texas using one of the Web-

based services like DialPad.com,

Net2phone. com, Deltathree. com, or

MediaRing.com. His calls demon-

strate the main usage issues we as

telecom/lT professionals will face if

we are to move our institutions' voice

services into a VolP or VOP environ-

ment. The primarY usage issues are

quality and reliability. Because my

father-in-law is able to call his

children around the countrY "for

free," he tolerates both erratic call

quality and the periodic inability to

place a call or having the call droP

while in progress. Our institutional

users are not so tolerant.

In his article "Free Long Distance

Via the Net" (USA TodaY, February

28, 2000), Peronet DesPeignes saYs

Dialpad sees itself as more of a
"complement to normal Phone
service. "

"l wouldn't recommend Internet

voice for most people, but it's great

for college students on a budget,"

said Rusty Luscombe, a freshman

majoring in comPuter science at

Michigan State.

I firmly believe that the qualitY

and reliability issues will be resolved

soon. For us in higher education as

well as large commercial customers of

telecommunication services, one key

issue is going to be cost. The cost I

am referring to is that cost already

incurred in providing voice services

via a PBX. We are not so converged

that voice and data networks are fully

merged on most of our camPuses.

When voice runs over the data

network, we won't require a tradi-

tional PBX or Centrex tYPe Phone-
line network. The voice/data network

will be provided as a single package,

thereby simplifying network mainte-

nance including adds, moves, and

changes required with existing voice

services, and reducing access costs

required to supPort two seParate

networks as well as reducing LD



charges. Currently, the cost
savings arising from simplified
nehvork maintenance, reduced
access, and LD charges are unlikely
to offset the cost of replacing a
functional PBX. For many of our
institutions the breakeven point of
a full-scale replacement may well
be three to seven years from now.
However, new implementations
that are designed to serve new
areas of our campuses and/or
branch campuses may be ideal
candidates for Volp

Key to the organizational issue
is identifying all the functions that
are still required under a converged
organization. My first experience in
merging the voice and data units
under a single umbrella structure
occurred more than ten years ago.
At that time I still maintained units
with the designation of telephony
and netvuorking even though they

reported to the same manager.
This was done primarily for
business reasons. The traditional
telephony unit handled functions
like customer service and billing
that were new to or not required of
the networking group.

Today, we see converged units
being fully integrated. Information
service organizations are being
created that attempt to eliminate all
distinctions between the traditional
voice and data staffs. However, the
business functions still exist. Our
task as telecom/lT professionals is
to recognize the strengths of the
various units being combined into
an integrated unit.

Higher education has tradition_
ally offered a unique environment
in which the telecom professional
has had the opportunity to acquire
a broad spectrum of skills. We
usually work with limited budgets.

We must know the technology. We
deal with human resources issues.
We have become experts in
customer service. We know the
importance of good communica_
tions. Through ACUTA educational
programs and networking opportu-
nities, we continually hone our
skills, allowing us to stay abreast of
change and become lifetime
learners ourselves.

It is critical to our success that
we learn to recognize and articulate
our strengths and not underesti-
mate our value to the institution.
We bring a unique skill set to the
emerging organization, and are well
equipped to lead.

If convergence hasn't already
arrived on your campus, it is
coming. If you want to succeed,
you must be willing and able to join
the team in supporting the concept
of convergence.
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Four t'ormer ACUTA presidents-
Randy Collett, Jrm Cross, Connie
Gentry, and Ruth Michalecki-met
recently uia conference call to
discuss seuen questions deueloped
by the ACUTA publications
committee releuant to our focus for
fhis issue, "Conuergence: Deoling
with Change." Presented here is
that conuersation.

Ruth Michalecki: Our first
question asks us to consider the
changing organizational struc-
ture. Let's look at the regula-
tions, all the mergers of all the
different companies, and cer-
tainly the new approach to our
organization, and the technology
planning that's required of
institutions. What has happened
in your area? What other
emerging trends and opportuni-
ties do you find from managing
and assimilating these changes?
What are you doing differently
today from what you were doing
when you were just managing
voice?

Connie Gentry: That's a really
good question. Organizational
structures, regulations, and
technologies are changing, but also
our colleges and universities are
having to change. They're looking
at the way they provide services to
their customer, which is the
student, and that puts us on the
spot to be able to support what-
ever they're going to do, whether
it's offering virtual degrees or
getting older students or some
other program. It's much more
complex than it used to be. When
we just had voice, it was bad
enough; but now we can't keep up
with all the changing technologies.
That's why everyone's a specialist.
Our challenge is to figure out how
to be competitive under the
budgetary shictures that we have.

Michalecki: That's right. And I
think most of you do like I do, you
market a lot of your services, you
are a so-called profit center within

the universip, and yet the oppor-
tunities are going away. We're
being asked more and more to
support IT operations and we have
fewer dollars to do it with. Another
thing happening here, which I've
noticed as a part of the IT opera-
tion for about five years, is the
continuous furnover in the IT
operations. I get people in this
department and they stay for years
and years, and yet you're always
working with someone new in the
IT department. We have great
difficulty keeping a skilled techni-
cian on staff.

Gentry: We're finding that true in
the telecommunications arena,
too. Finding qualified individuals to
do the work is difficult because the
pool is just not there anymore.

Jim Cross: I think the challenges
have come from the fact that the
talent and skill levels that we are
looking for in terms of profession-
als are changing. More and more
we are finding that products and
services we used to deliver are no
longer applicable, and we are
being asked to put on different
hats and be innovators and
creators and visionaries who can
come up with that next great
opportunity or product that's going
to be attractive to our
constitutents, whether they be
faculg, staff, or students. That's a
role very different from the one
most of us have played in the past.
We are having to be the architects
of new products and services to
our constituents. In the past, we
were never invited to the table to
participate in those discussions,
and it's a whole new world for us.
The value proposition for that
takes on an entirely different
dimension for many of us who
have been accustomed to being
the implementers and doers but
are now expected to be the
inventors and engineers and
architects of that next new "bang."
That requires a whole new skill set,
a different way of thinking and
looking at the world.

Michalecki: It really does, and it
has really had an impact here. We
have always run a profit center. In
the past I reported to the business
and finance side of the house,
which is much more tactical and
stategic. Now with the IT organiza-
tion, I report to the vice chancellor
for academic affairs. It was very
difficult ficr the first year or so to get
them to understand the business
side of my operation.

Gentrgn We're facing that here at
Emory, too. They operate with a
totally different model than we
have.

Randy Colleth I agree with Jim.
Having been on both sides of the
table, I recognize that we're
ultimately driven by the consumer.
The challenge is that consumers
and their demands and expecta-
tions sometimes exceed our best
abilities to deliver, and those
demands are increasing logarithmi-
cally on a daily basis. At least from
my perspective, it looks like we're
having a hard time getting in front
of the wave of the expectations
and matching that with
deliverables.

Michalecki: And I certainly would
have to agree with Jim when he
says that we have to be more
visionary and that's a role that we
haditionally have not played. We
have to be a lot more proactive
because of what we're being asked
to accomplish.

Our next question says,
"Change by its very nature is
constant, and yet the process
strikes fear in the hearts of those
who are exposed to it. That
includes everyone from the
bottom to the top of the organi-
zation. Change can also be
measured in degrees or intensity
or depth. The less the change,
the easier the adjustment-or so
it urould seem. Is the price of
progress tied to the inevitable
and ubiquitous process of
change, and is there some way

)
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to measure the cost in terms of
skills that are obsolete or tech-
nologies that no longer serve the
needs of an evolving society and
are then cast away?"

Gentry: I'd like to respectfully
disagree with the statement that
change by nature shikes fear in the
hearts of those exposed to it. I
think people in the telecom
organization especially live with
change on a daily basis, and it's
not something that shikes fear into
their hearts. It's something we have
learned to cope with in a variety of
inventive ways as we offer changes
or new technology to our various
campuses.

I think where the fear comes in
is when the organizafion is chang-
ing, not when the technology is
changing, and not from us having
to be quick on our feet lo deploy
technology or to roll it out to our
campus. It's when we are in an
organizational change within our
universities, such as merging
telecommunications with IT, or, as
we are right now, coming up with a
network communications group.

The only modell can think of
would be something like what
Northwestern did with their
Northwestern Technologies Group
where we're pulling together an
enterprisewide group that will bring
together three telecom departments
and two information technology
departments from healthcare and
the universit5r. That's what's
scary-it's not the technology
that's scary, it's not the change in
the technology. It's having to bring
all those disparate philosophies
together, merging the telecom
philosophy with the IT philosophy,
and that's not just billing. I think
the telecom organization is a lot
more customer oriented than the
IT organization.

Cross: We're going to have to
move beyond whether it's telecom
or IT We are the technology
organization on our campuses. And
as the players who are expected to
make it happen, we're going to

have to be sort of like good
marksmen. We don't shoot where
the target is, we shoot where we
expect the target is going to be by
the time the bullet gets there. We
have to look at our services and
our clients and ask where they are
going. Where is the institution
going? How do we aim a set of
products and services to be where
they are going to be when they
need it, not where they are now
but at some point in the future?
We are a part of very dynamic
organizations. People are going
and coming like crazy, and they're
not staying very long. You have to
deal with the next player, and so
our culture has to embrace that
dynamic that people are not going
to stay for long periods of time like
they used to.

Michalecki: I couldn't agree with
you more. I see that all the time. In
fact, we even see it in our faculty.
They're being hired by private
industry so fast we can't keep
them. As soon as they get a little
experience, they're gone. And
that's going to hurt the upcoming
generation, especially right now
when they can make so much
more money in private industry
and their skills are badly needed.

Collett: Power disparity is the
biggest thing. The public institution
is always limited by the actions of
the legislature, and legislators are
loath to try to keep up with the
private sector in terms of salaries.
The taxpayers won't necessarily
stand for it.

Michalecki: That's right.

Let's move into our next ques-
tion, which deals with cost. "In
preparing for convergence of
voice, data, and video onto a
single infrastructure, where
should we expect to find the bulk
of the cost and design effort? Is
it related to the provisioning of
the new technology, or rather in
joining the existing systems and
functionalities together with new
technologies? Is the legacy
interoperability issue a serious

inhibitor in making the first
small steps toward conver-
gence?"

Collett: The answer to the last
question is a definite yes. Cutting-
edge technology, the latest and
greatest of the new introductions, is
usually-at least initially-propri-
etary to the vendor who's launch-
ing that particular technology. And
there's always a significant amount
of time from the introduction to
general availability. Then there are
costs associated with that from the
day the product rolls out to the day
when it becomes generally avail-
able in an open-network model.
There is a huge amount of cost
(which decreases over time) at the
front side of that curve.

Cross: I'd like to take a slightly
different perspective. I think the
tremendous cost is going to be on
the people side. We have to be
willing to recognize that the old
must coexist with the new. And we
have to look beyond the barriers
and accept that some things have
to die and go away and be re-
placed by the new things. We have
a tendency in academia to be
unwilling to cut loose things that
have ouflived their usefulness, and
I mean degree programs as well as
products and services. It's very
hard to get a group of constituents
to embrace the dynamic of the new
societyr that cannibalism is good.
That's very tough. We like to hold
onto the old tradiflons-not that
tradition is not good, but we have
to be dynamic and agile, and that
means coming up with and
accepting new things.

Michalecki: I think one of the
hardest things for us here in IT at
Nebraska is making our clients
understand there is continually
going to be a cost in keeping
current with this technology, not
just rewiring the building, and not
just putting in new fiber. It's
continually upgrading electronics,
and people don'trcalize that. Look
at the cost of buying a new com-

)
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puter every two or three Years, even
if the price is lower. And what do
you do about the old ones?

Cross: It's that mindset that we've
got to change.

Michalecki: You bet it is. It's hard
to make them understand that. We

rewired every building on the
campus four years ago and put all

Cat 5 or Cat 6 wire in. I insisted on
trying to get one wiring closet in the

center of the building someplace so

we didn't have to put one on every
floor and upgrade electronics in a
12-story building 12 times. Do it
once. I finally won that battle, and
now they're beginning to see the
economics of that. It's much
cheaper if you can possiblY do it
from one closet, especially when
you see upgrades coming. TheY
have always come regularly, and
they're going to come more fre-
quently.

Gentry: But that's it. You have to
fight one battle at a time. And it's
like constantly fighting a battle. It's
not suddenly as if a light goes on
over someone's head that says,
"Oh, I see what you mean. Yes, we
need to plan br this and realize that
cannibalism is good." We utilize
what we have, and we move on to
what's new, continually. We work
case-by-case, like reinventing the
wheel all the time. And I don't
know whether it's going to take
having administrators who are more
technologically sawrT than perhaps

some of them are now or what. It
seems like, at least here, fighting the

constant battle to saY Yes, this is
going to be an ongoing cost, and
you need to plan for that. It's not
put it in one time and that's it.

Cross: Time will fix some of it
because more and more administra-
tors on the pure academic side will
come to the table being tech-
nologically sdwy, trained, and
adept at using all of the technology.
They're going to be used to that
technology being accessible and
they're going to expect it to be
there. They will understand to some
degree that it is exPensive, so we

just factor it into the equation like

we did air-conditioning and

elechicity. We don't tell PeoPle to
ration electricity. We just say use

what you need. So I think more
and more that mindset will evolve

and just become an integral Part of
the fabric.

Gentry: But when You're dealing

with people in an academic
environment who think that access

to the Internet is a God-given right
and they don't realize there's a cost

to that access, it's hard to translate
that thinking to other services.

They have the attitude that we

should iust provide that. This is

what we need to exercise our
academic freedom and do all this

stuff. Sometimes it takes leaPing

that gap to say, "Oh, You mean I

have to pay for it? I see. "

Collett: That's one of the chal-

lenges. I agree with everything
that's been said. Now we're back
to that demand wave again.

Convincing other decision makers

of the ongoing expense for keePing

the network ahead of the demand
wave lies squarely on the shoulder
of the IT professionals. In a lot of
cases, that's something new, too.

It's difficult for us to project three or
four or five years from now how
much we think it's going to take,

then turn it into financial numbers

that somebody can actuallY make a

decision on.

Michalecki: I think the bulk of the

money that will be sPent will
depend a lot on the culture of the

universiP-whether the universi$
has decided that in the technologY
field they're going to be an earlY

leader or early follower or a
latecomer. That culture will
determine how often You uPgrade

and how much moneY You sPend.

Collett: Jim, you should be aware

that in the corporate world we

sometimes have houble cutting
loose our "dogs," too.

Cross: Yes, we do! And You know,
for instance, we struggle on our
campus with what to do with
mining engineering. It's a degree

program that was right at the core

when this institution was founded.

But that is an area that has evolved
and become something entirelY

new and different. It took a lot of
debate and a lot of soul searching
to say do we drop it? Do we
continue it, or do we transform it
into something new?

Gentry: And what was Your
decision?

Cross: We are trying to hansform it
into something new.

Michalecki: There's a Bohemian
communip about 30 miles from
Lincoln. Many years ago this

organization gave a big grant to the

universit5l to teach Bohemian.
Well, I don't know how manY
years it's been since theY had

anybody in that language Program.
But they have tried year after Year
to get rid of it, and then this whole
communi$ comes down on the

universit5r and just screams bloody
murder. So it's still in the course

book, but I don't know if theY've
got anyone who knows how to
teach it.

Collett: And it always affects the

revenue stream from those alumni
who are givers.

Michalecki: Yes, that's exactlY

right.

Well, onto the next question.
"In the future, our PrimarY
marketable commoditY maY be

our knowledge base. In other
words, we will be selling what
we know. Will Protecting our
assets be a challenge in a
societgr (generation) that takes
great pride in their abilitY to
share pirated music (MP3s)?

That's a topic that's continuallY
debated here, the right to litera-

ture, rights to printed articles.

That's probably on the agenda
every month at the facultY senate

meetings.

Collett: This is a dissertation topic.

Cross: Clearly we have to steP

back and rethink the whole digital
world and look at some of the
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rules, policies, and issues that we
have developed that have worked
well in a paper-oriented world or a
printed media world that don,t
necessarily apply or can't work the
same way in cyberspace. It's going
to take time to get through that
because intellectual property in a
digital world is something slightly
different than intellectual property
in the print media world that a lot
of our old policies are based on. I
think we'll get through these things
and probably look back and laugh
at them. I don't know how, for
instance, I did my dissertation with
a gpewriter!

Gentry: Yes, and how many offices
have a typewriter in them now?

Cross: None!

Collett: There's usually one, back in
a corner somewhere that every once
in a while somebody needs to go
\pe a mailing label or something.

Cross: But you know, the other
piece of this is more and more
basic research is occuring at
universities. Intellectual proper! is
a growing function that's taking on
big bucks, and more and more
resources have to be put into those
areas to protect those rights.

Collett: I think a lot of this is going
to be sorted out in the courts. It's

like you said, Jim, the definition of
intellectual property is different
from what it was 10 or 15 years
ago-maybe even 5 years ago.
Some of this stuff will be defined
and sorted out through the courts,
and in some cases it will be
dictated to us what we can and
can't do with those digital assets.

Michalecki: Our next question
says, "So far the Internet has
been tax free and basically free
from federal and state regula-
tions. Due to recent circum-
stances, this will probably
change. How will the policies be
developed? What implications

)
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does taxing and regulating the
Internet have for its users,

especially the Public education
sector?"

Collett: This is a sticky question. It

seems to me that we have to ask

what the tax dollars are being used

for. And part of me saYS that while

right now we're enjoying relatively

good economic times, theY're not
going to continue forever. We don't
have a lot of governmental entities

in dire Iinancial shaits who are

clamoring for more of this tax

money yet, but it's onlY going to

take the inevitable downward turn

in the economY to make this a lot
hotter issue than it is right now.

For me, the questions are, What

brick and mortar infrastructure are

we t4ring to suPPort with this tax?

Are we supporting it at the seller's

end or the buyer's end? What's the

tax going to aPPIY for? Is it the waY

we think of taxes and the govern-

ment entities using tax dollars

today, or is it going to be some new

model that says we're going to take

that tax and focus on something

similar to what the Universal

Service Fund is doing now in
Washington? Those are the ques-

tions it raises for me.

Michalecki: Addressing the digital

divide, one of the questions it raises

for me is fairness-or lack of
fairness-to local merchants who

are selling the same Product or a

similar product and are required to

put a tax on it, and then You can go

to the Internet and buY it cheaPer'

What happens to that local mer-

chant in the long run?

Cross: Well, that's whY I think the

model that's currently in place will

evolve as it does with any industry'
We've always subsidized new and

evolving industries until theY've

matured to the Point that theY can

sustain themselves. I think the

Internet is going to get there, and

goods and services sold on the

Internet are going to be taxed just

like when you go into a regular

store. Virtual stores are going to be

out there and we will be motivated

to figure out how to collect that tax

dollar and not destroY funding our
public service things that we want

to make available. I think it's a
good idea that we have held off

taxing it until the industry matured,

and we have develoPed the

appropriate systems and vehicles to

be able to manage it without it
being disruPtive. UltimatelY it's
going to evolve to where we will
collect the tax.

Michalecki: RandY's got a good

point asking where does the tax go

ihen. Which end does this tiP? And

that again goes back to the local

merchant because when You buY

something here and You PaY tax on

it, you know that it stays right here'
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Collett: That's the big thing, I

think, everyone is struggling with' I

pay a sales tax downtown, and I

know that goes for mY roads and

streets and the communitY in which

I live. If I'm PaYing sales tax to

Amazon.com in New JerseY,

where's mY moneY going then?

Michalecki: That's a very good

point.

Our next question is verY

provocative: "What does the
Internet do? A lot offocus is Put
on the technologY and the
'stock' of the Internet, but how is

this changing the waY PeoPle

behave and work? Has research

been done on this, beYond

salesman hYPe, and are these

changes desirable?"

Gentry: Can You exPlain that
question a little bit?

Cross: I took it to mean the entire

arena of electronic services, not the

lerm Intemet. The whole concePt

of electronic service deliverY is

changing the waY we look at the

world, and what it's done is cause

us to look at location and time

barriers in a whole different light'

Gentry: There's a universitSr in

Georgia that iust announced
they're going to be offering an

MBA program via the Internet' Of
course, it's going to cost more than

if you signed uP and attended it on

campus, but the fact that lheY're

offering it just blew mY mind'

Michalecki: We've been doing that

for about two Years'

Cross: Yes, and the significant

thing here is that university is going

to do high-quality, what I call truly

video-game-tYPe, materials. It
should cost more. The generation

now coming doesn't think learning

is learning until it matches them

sitting down to video-arcade-game-

type learning materials.

Gentry: One of the things we
talked about at ACUTA's sPring

seminar in Miami was the fact that

the Internet and electronic services

are changing and will contnue to

change the nahrre of our camPuses'

That may mean that we have more

virtual campuses and more students

getting their degrees online' We're

able to reach older students. We

can be more competitive, and it
puts the whole world at Your
fingertips. We've just got to figure

out how to take advantage of it'

Michalecki: I agree. I think Jim is

right, it's got to be high qualitY' I

was called to testify before the U'S'
Senate at a hearing on the digital

dMde between urban and rural

America. As a result of that

Chairman Kennard and our

senator from Nebraska held some
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hearings in a litfle town in Ne-
braska a week ago and asked me
to be present during that session.
They had three people, one from
our medical centq in Omaha, from
the University of Iowa's Medical
Center, and one from North
Carolina, who were all talking of
the extreme value of delivering
telemedicine and how they could
reach so many more people if they
could just get the bandwidth
required to bring telemedicine
services via the Internet to these
locations.

Collett: ln Newsweek (April24)
there's a whole section on college
online, the frustration and concern
about turning these things into
paper mills. All the usual sociologi-
cal arguments. I look at our last
couple of questions together. I
think a lot of this is geography
related. I remember a column I
wrote in the ACUTA newsletter
about the conflict of people who
need these virtual facilities. The
people who need these services the
worst are going to get them last just
by virtue of market dynamics.
Where high-bandwidth technology
will be deployed first will be in our
population centers, then continu-
ally edge out until we get to the
folks who need service the most.
But there's the conflict-those folks
need it now. Small town America is
slowly losing all their talent and
expertise as qualified people go
where the jobs are. Ultimately we
might think that electronic service
delivery may change that, but for
right now, small town, rural
America is hurting because all of
their talent is leaving. They've got
no way to athact or keep them
because they don't have band-
width there yet. So in my opinion
there's a conflict that isn't going to
be solved very quickly.

Michalecki: One of the panelists
when I was in Washington, D.C.,
was from Wireless, and they're
really starting to come up to bat on
getting wireless to these small
towns; but once again, it's a matter

ofgeography and cost. I know
there are a lot of places in Ne-
braska where you'd be lucky to get
a 56K frame relay connection.

We've come to our last
question. 'With the rapid ad-
vancements in technology,
people are being forced to
specialize in a certain technology
area. The old days when a
person was able to get a handle
on the industry are long gone,
yet there is still a need for some
people to be able to look at the
big picture. In a future world of
specialists, where is the 'view
from 30,000 feet' going to come
from?"

I think Jim hit on the answer to
that with our first question. We
have to become more visionary.

Gentry: That's not just one person,
it's the whole organization, at all
levels.

Cross: We tend to lose sight of it.
Creativitgr, innovation, and vision-
ary thinking, thinking beyond the
obvious, have always been valued.
There are people who are good
implementors, but finding some-
body who is a good thinker and
can come up with that next "bang"
product, that revolutionary success,
it's like painting a masterpiece. You
don't do that very easily.

Collett: I struggle with having the
time to do the kind of shategic
thinking that you need to do. We
get so busy putting out fires and
addressing the most minute
elements so that the man behind
the curtain can do his thing that it's
really hard to find time to do that.

Gentry: That's one of the special-
ists-you hire a visionary. All he or
she does is sit and think.

Michalecki: How about me? I'd
like a job like that!

Collett: If somebody comes up
with one, you let me know!

Gentry: Well, that's why we have
ACUTA, I guess, so we can take
advantage of all of our visionaries.
That's what we do in our individual

organizations. Everybody is a
specialist but you have to bring them
together to work as a team and
provide service to your customer,
your university, and you can't do it
one piece at a time. You have to do it
all together. That's one thing we
have learned: As things have become
more complex, we've learned that if
we're not all working together, and
we're not all headed in the same
direction, it's not going to happen.
It's not going to get anywhere.

Summary:

Everyone recognizes that the role
of the telecommunications profes-
sional on campus is changing, even
as the entire haditional process of
higher education is undergoing a
dramatic transformation. Most of the
force behind that change comes from
technology. While ACUTA members
have a high level of comfort with new
technologies, changes in the way our
departments function can often be
unsettling.

Among the challenges we face
today are effective planning in the
face of change; hiring, training, and
retaining qualified personnel;
anticipating and meeting increasingly
sophisticated demands of students as
well as faculty and staff; finding time
to do the visionary thinking required
to stay abreast of change; and
learning to adapt to a converged
workplace.

Delivering high-qualip services to
universiQ customers in order to
accomplish the mission of the
institution will require, even more in
the future than in the past, that we,
as telecom professionals, stay abreast
of technology and position ourselves
to communicate our message to
planners at the highest level on our
campuses.

Reach the participants in this discussion
at the t'ollowing addresses:
Ruth Michalecki: rmichalecki@unl. edu;
Rondy Collett: randal.r. collett@moil.
sprint. com ; Jim Cross: jcross@mtu.edu
Connie Gentry : phone@telecom. emory.
edu 
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Convergence:

A Fra work for

by Mal Reader

Unprecedented change, extraordinary technologi-

cal advances, and insatiable expectations and de-

mands of faculty, staff, and students have combined

to make this the most challenging period ever in the

constantly evolving life of the campus IT/telecommu-

nications professional.

In the area of technological advances, the evolu-

tion of switching in the LAN has taken us beyond the

computer telephony interface (CTI) stage to a point

where data networks, video networks, and telephone

networks can be seamlessly integrated. Increasingly,

this integration is expected to include wireless net-

works as well. This conuergence of technologies,

utilizing a consolidated transport infrastructure and

with the proper interface standards in place, has the

ability to offer sophisticated multimedia applications to

the end user, thereby enhancing the entire desktop,

lab bench, or student services experience.

Convergence is an undeniable agent of change,

and the unprecedented amount and rate of change
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results from a technological driving force that creates
new expectations and fuels increases in demand of
staggering proportion. The effects are exacerbated by
the increasingly competitive nature of the world
outside the campus walls and by the increasingly
competitive nature of the business of higher educa_
tion itself. Every constituent element of the higher
education environment is affected in some way by
the impact of technological advances on the higher
education process. Three of the major trends that we
witness today are characterized here:

Trend 1: Institutional Awakening

There exists a surging recognition that the conver_
gence of computing and networking, together with
the proliferation of the Internet, has fostered the need
and provided the opportunities for profound change
in teaching, research, and the provision of institu_
tional services. An increased level of integration of
computer-assisted learning, network_assisted re_
search, distance learning, telecommuting, and remote

access is becoming
evident. The process

and the product are
destined for continuous

. '.convergence of com- change, and hopefully

puting and networkina. continuous improve-
ment, and the con_

together with the prolif- sumer will play a large

eration of the Internet, part in dictating the

has fostered the need direction and form that
these chanqes will take.

and provided the oppor au ot t-his naturally
tunities for profound places more stress on

change. colleges and universities
to stay in front of the
pack, or at least to keep
up with the pack, as

technology budgets
strain against the exponential growth in user demands
for ready access, increased bandwidth, and mobility.
These "anytime, anywhere" expectations involve
access to WANs and LANs from offices, homes,
residence halls, classrooms, and labs. with the added
expectation that a variety of platforms, such as
Windows, Macintosh, and UNIX, will be supported.
Multimedia application requirements add significantly
to the continual challenge of reconciling expressed
need with affordability, and Internet access require_
ments have grown beyond the basic to involve multi_
megabit connections at considerable cost. lnternet2

speed connections, of course, are already presenting
an even greater investment and support challenge.

The institutional
awakening involves
recognizing that
embracingtechnol-,''...the'cOSt.Of. ., h.
osv is crucialto ...nolOgyrind.SUB$Ortin*
survival,andthatthe...i..........l....].....

cost of the technol_ 
- 's lcfure$ .:.-:,,,aani &taS

ogy and supporting ., capit&l'ih& l ,1an$
structures-not only,..nqwli..$Uild$p,fpgfam..
the up-front costs for
technolosy backbone. 

r.,'-,'rITJra'dition'al'fun$$.

andinfrastructure, ....andr1ifu1ryCla:.,m,Odel$.
but also the cost of .'', needlO-,beiiebUihr: r'..:.,: 
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remaining current-
can be as capital
intensive as any new
building program.
Rapid changes in
technology, with new products and new versions of
products being inhoduced continually, make it
extremely difficult for institutions to remain current,
and because the life expectancy of most technologies
is decreasing dramaflcally, the realization that
traditional funding and life-cycle models need to be
rebuilt is inescapable.

kend,2: Shift in Financial Strategies
With an ever-increasing investment in data

networks, and a growing belief that one day these
will carry the voice and video traffic, too, the cost of
technology is becoming more capitalized on the one
hand (reflecting a recognition that ,,we 

really have to
budget for this; the numbers are simply too great to
expect Telecom or anyone else to come up with the
money through haditional revenues,') and more
operationalized on the other hand (reflecting a
recognition that "we simply can,t afford to give this
away any longer; we have to charge for it,,).

One of the more predictable outcomes, therefore,
is a recognition that the traditional funding models for
technology-based services may no longer be appro_
priate. As user expectations escalate and competition
continues to drive down market rates and lower the
campus leadership's confidence level in traditional
funding methodologies, the paradigm shift is simply
too great to ignore. As a result, many institutions
have either completed or are actively involved in
completing a redesign of technology-funding models.

)
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Also, cost/rate analyses have become a maior source

of activity at many institutions in an effort to deter-

mine chargeback rates for individual services that

reflect the true cost of service provision'

In many cases where these costs are shown to be

noncompetitive, outsourcing alternatives are being

considered. The motherhood practice of cross-

subsidizing some lines of business by others is

becoming increasingly unpopular, and this is particu-

larly noticeable in the atea ol long-distance services'

where artificially high rates have traditionally been

used to support other, less profitable areas of

business operations. Although this has, in most cases,

been done in good conscience, the practice more

than ever today is open to challenges from users,

competitors, and regulators alike'

There is no blanket solution to the issue of when

to charge and what to charge. In order to be accept-

able and successful, chargeback methodology must

fit with an institution's culture, have a positive

influence on the customers' use of seryices, and

promote rather than impede the adoption of tech-

nologies. Rates must be defendable, and this requires

a clear understanding of where funding comes from

(e.g., allocated charges, direct charges, subvention,

grants, etc.) as well as

the ability to influence

budget processes

armed with factual

information.

It is also necessarY

to reallze that different

funding and rate-setting

strategies can induce

changes not onlY in

business process but in

human behavior, too.

Sometimes the conse-

quences of charging for

a service that has

always been provided

at no cost, or even repricing a low-cost service at

realistic rates, can be enlightening'

Trend 3: Reorganization

Many institutions have already undergone

considerable organizational change as a result of the

convergence phenomenon, and newly shaped

organizational models are being continually reshaped

as institutions struggle with the most logical and
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business affairs officers,

provosts, and so on. One of the most gratifying

outcomes of reorganization is a widespread recogni-

tion that voice technoiogy is more complicated than

at first thought!

Staffing has become a major issue at many

institutions, as colleges and universities continue to

have problems recruiting, training, and retraining

staff, as well as problems holding on to really good

technical staff. On the faculty side, there is a recog-

nized shortage of IT faculty and program-support

staff, as well as a general shortage of faculty who

grew up with technology and are comfortable

integrating technology into the curriculum' On the

support staif side, the staffing issue is being ad-

dressed most commonly by merging some of the

service oPerations'

Close examination of the dozens of lines of

business that different service-providing departments

engage in on college and university campuses

consistently shows some form of duplication, and

with convergence, this has become especially

pronounced. One example would be a typical PBX/

WAN customer service operation, whose activities

might include handling calls to the MAC or trouble

call desk; logging service requests in the online

tracking system; providing instruction and assistance

on software and hardware changes; dispatching in-

house or outside vendor technicians; following up to

make sure that the required work was performed;

updating records; closing the online record when the

request is completed; and making follow-up calls to

ensure client satisfaction. These same activities take

place in the LAN customer service area and even in

the video services or instructional delivery technical

service areas, and it therefore seems perfectly logical

)

appropriate service

organization "fits." The

consolidation of

authority under a CIO

is perhaps the most

prominent organiza-

tional trend, but it is

also noticeable that

different people are

now actively involved

in the planning and

funding processes:

CIOs, controllers,

...different people,are

now activelY involved

in the planning @
f unding processes:

CIOs, controllers, busi-

ness affairs offiiC-rs,

provosts, and so on.

...chargeback method-

ology must fit with an

institution's culture, have

a positive influence on

the customers' use of ser-

vices, and promote rather

than impede the adoP-

tion of technologies.
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to consider integrating the various customer services

operations for technology-based services.

Similar issues arise with technical support, help

desk, directory, training, and billing operations for

such areas as WAN services, PBX services, library

services, one-card system services, administrative

computing services, academic computing services,

video services, and so on. There may be economies

and other benefits to be gained by integrating many

service functions, but there are pitfalls, too. The issue

of security (and perceived security) comes to mind,

along with all the complexities of managing

multicultural, cross-functional resources (particularly

human resources) in what essentially becomes a

multivendor environment.

The Roots of Change

These three trends lend credence to the old adage,

"Change is inevitable: Success is up to you," making

this thought as relevant today as it was back in the

mid-1980s. when it was the theme of an ACUTA

annual conference. The only things really different are

the actual rate and magnitude of the change to which

ACUTA members are subjected today. Over the last

five years alone, so much has happened to change

the way that telecommunications is perceived, valued,

utilized, and man-
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cations Act, the impact on the providers of technology

service on campus is at the highest level since the

advent of "interconnect" in the early 1980s. At that

time, moving from an era of cost control and maxi-
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tion at any level other than the transport level would

be difficult. Different cultures, customer needs,

tolerance levels, and so on, supported the belief that

you cannot integrate operations that do not want to

be integrated.

As time passed, these perceived obstacles to

integration became less daunting, and many

successful operational mergers have since taken

place. Collaborative planning and the sharing of
special skill sets and processes essential to the

success of the overall enterprise have been the

positive outcomes in many cases. Whatever the

actual degree of success, these experiences served

to familiarize ACUTA members with the process of

change and the challenges it presents.

Leading the Way to Success

Perhaps the most important challenge so far lies

ahead: how to remain vital in an evolving environ-

ment where voice, data, and video are perceived as

indistinguishable; where the "ownership" of voice

services no longer comes with a clear-cut mandate;

where ultra high speed campus backbone networks

feed into lower speed local networks, and the

demand for that "lower speed" to increase is

continual; where demands for more bandwidth at

the desktop to accommodate multimedia applica-

tions is accompanied by demands for more mobilip
and flexibility through the seamless integration of
wired and wireless media.

mizing the re-

sources of the

telephone company
to an era of "we

ARE the telephone

company" pre-

sented new chal-

lenges and opportu-
nities, but for the

most part this still

left voice and data

in separate camps.

Even later, when
data communica-
tions went beyond
the low-speed dlal-

up stage on cam-

pus, it remained

clear that integra-
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Remaining vital will undoubtedly involve ongoing
organizational reviews, continual re-assessments of
the business itself, as well as the human and cultural
aspects of athacting, hiring, training, and compensat-
ing the right staff. Each time the subject is revisited, it
will be essential to ensure that the many individual
lines of business for which telecom is responsible
receive proper recognition and evaluation, and this
can best be achieved by telecom specialists playing
leadership roles in the process. This is the only way
to ensure that both the department's and the
institution's interests are best served. That level of
leadership includes the following:

. Knowing how to build alliances to achieve your
objectives

r Being involved in decisions that determine how
technology is deployed, utilized, and protected
through collaborative contingency-planning
initiatives

r Recognizing and promoting the "usefulness" or
potential benefits of planned change and com-
municating effectively in all directions

Since it is a natural human instinct to fear change,
leadership also means handling and managing the
all-important human aspects involved.

Much has been written and said about leadership
recently, including an emphasis placed on leadership
issues by the ACUTA board of directors. In the
ACUTA News, President Tony Mordosky has de-
voted his column this year to the development of
leadership skills. If you have missed these columns,
you may be missing an opportunity to grow profes-
sionally.

Among the characteristics of good leaders
Mordosky describes in his December 1999 column
are vision, charisma, character, responsibility,
planning, social skills, stability, decisiveness, and a
positive outlook. The telecommunications profes-
sional who recognizes the need to embrace change
will also see the wisdom of learning more about
becoming an effective leader.

Conclusion

From the merging of voice and data departments
to the implementation of VolP, ACUTA members are
destined to face many challenges. The enhancement
of leadership skills, communication skills, customer
service skills, and strategic planning skills are key to
survival. Accepting that continuous change is both

inevitable and necessary and being suitably
equipped, prepared, and willing to dealwith its
effects are essential. Playing a leadership role in the
change process itself is just good sense.

Success is sometimes defined as "becoming
yourself at your very best. " Faced with the ubiqui-
tous challenge of convergence, success dictates that
the best is yet to come.

A former ACUTA president, Mal Reader now works os a
consultont with Westem Telecommunicotion Consulting,
lnc., Los Angeles, Colit'ornia. Reoch Mal at m-reader
@ix.netcom.com.

Fall Seminars

October 15-18

Track l: Supporting Academic Services
This seminar will explore the latest technology applications and
techniques to serve academic customers more effectively. Some
of the tough issues that will be addressed include: how technol-
ogy enables the university to grow; rhe challenges of providing a
technology supporr srrucrure for faculty and students; funding
technology services, providing remote access; and more.

Track ll: Convergence of Voice, Data & Video
Evolving technologies that more closely integrate voice, video,
and data activities have prompted new methods to fund and
manage higher ed networks and lT services. We will look at case
studies, new product briefings, and explorations of strategies for
telecom and lT units to thrive in this new environment.

For more information, call ACUTA ac859127g-3338
or visit our Web site at www.acuta.org
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Convorqence
by Tad Deriso

In February, 1996, the FCC
(www.fcc.gov) began implementa-

tion of the Telecommunications Act

o17996. This act has fundamen-

tally changed the telecommunica-

tions industry from a regulated

structure to a market-based

structure. This change, couPled

with an explosion of technological

advancements, has resulted in
products and services that are

electrifying the indushy.

Also in 1996, the reality of
voice, video, and data convergence

was in its infancy. At that time,

many campuses were beginning to

migrate their networks from shared

to switched technologies, and

gigabit networking requirements on

the campus were far from deploy-

ment. Technology for wireless

networking was continuing to

evolve on the LAN/W'AN, and most

users did not have integrated

requirements for voice, video, and

data.

Today, telecommunications

competition and network conver-

gence on the college campus are

becoming a reality. Decline in

traditional revenue sources as well

as increases in costs for maintaining

and upgrading network systems

exacerbate the problem of operat-

ing campus telecommunications

departments. The following

information will help campus

administrators position their

telecommunications operations to

exploit opportunities presented by

telecommunications comPetition

and network convergence.

IItrIItrIItrIItrIItr
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Drivers of the Paradigm Shift
Three key drivers have shaped

the telecommunications industryr as

the paradigm has shifted from
monopoly to competitive: market
pull, technology push, and regula-
tory enabling.

1. Market pull

The most significant force
affecting the industry is market
demand. Users on campus have
demonstrated an insatiable appetite
for enhanced voice services, data
connectiviQ, and int'otoinment lhat
extends well beyond plain old
telephone seruice. Networking
requirements for academic,
research, and administrative
functions have exploded as users

demand faster network connec-
tions and enhanced communica-
tions services.

2. tchnology push

The push o{ new technology
has a{fected campus networks in
several ways. Microprocessors have
enabled increased computing
power for switching and other
functions; fiber optics/digital
networking has enabled increased
capacity and management of
transport signals; and complex
adminishative and academic
computing systems now require
powerful networks to operate. In
addition, the probability of con-
verging voice, video, and data on a
single campus network will provide
opportunities to leverage campus
network investments.

3. Regulatory enabling

Regulatory changes have
enabled the telecommunications
industry to shift gradually from a
monopoly structure to a market-
based structure. These changes

include items such as the deregula-
tion of customer premise equip-
ment in the 1960s, the restructur-

ing of AT&T that resulted in
competition of long-distance

services in 1984; the granting of
spectrum to cellular operators in
the early 1980s; the passage of the
Telecommunications Act in 1996,
which effectively removed barriers
and franchise boundaries for local
telephone and cable TV service;

and the auctioning of licenses for
PCS and other wireless services.

The hends for market, technol-
ogy, and regulatory forces continue
to evolve. Market demand forces

will continue to increase, technol-
ogy forces will continue to expand,
and regulatory forces will continue
to decline.

The Campus Telecommunica-
tions Environment

The higher education market-
place is experiencing some of the,
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forces inherent in a new techno-

logical age. External pressures for

attracting and retaining students,

faculty, and staff will always be an

issue for campus administrators. In

the January/February 2000 issue of
EduCom Reuiew, author Barry
Munitz offers a compelling argu-

ment for competition and the

changing landscape o{ campus

operations: "The successful

educational institution will use the

new technologies to integrate the

worlds of education, work, and

leisure. As a result, the

expectation for a unique,

scheduled, and separate

educational activity will
dissolve into the idea of
something that is

delivered and acquired
in an anytime, any-
place, on-demand
fashion. "

Campus depart-
ments are under
continuous pressure to

establish innovative
methods of delivering their
services while reducing

operational costs. Campus

facilities operations, bookstores,

and other auxiliary services must

find more efficient and cost-
effeclle ways to operate. The

advent of e-commerce companies

such as textbook retailers is

contributing to reductions in

campus revenues. Similar revenue

strains are happening in the

telecommunications department.

The traditional sources of telecom-

munications cost-recovery efforts

that fund network maintenance

and upgrades are continuing to
decline. Competition and conver-
gence are the new environmental
factors that all campus telecommu-

nications administrators must

address.
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o Competition

The Telecom Act of 1996 has

been the driving force in telecom-

munications competition. The FCC

has released a report titled "Tele-

communications @ the Millen-
nium-The Telecom Act Turns

Four." The law firm of Kraskin,

Lesse & Cosson, LLP, provided a

summary of this report. According

to its findings, over the past four

years, long-distance prices have

fallen by 34 percent and wireless

phone prices have fallen by 35

percent. The report also concludes

that telecommunications compa-

nies have invested more than $25
billion in their networks, and there

is more overall competition in the

telecommunications marketplace.

The industry has created nearly

170,000 new jobs and generated

$57 billion more in revenue. In

fact, the FCC estimates that by
2006 half of the American private

workforce will be employed in
industries linked to information

technologies. As the report sug-

gests, barriers to entry for telecom-

munications providers are becom-
ing virtually nonexistent.

The advent of alternative forms

of competition in the marketplace

has also affected traditional campus

telecommunications revenue. Cell
phones, e-mail, calling cards, pre-

paid long-distance and wireless

cards, Internet telephony, and

others have conhibuted to a
decline in traditional revenues. As

competition intensifies in the

marketplace, campus telecommu-
nications revenue will continue to

be a target for outside service
providers.

. Network convergence

Convergence has been

hotly debated in recent

years, and several ACUTA
conferences have ad-

dressed network conver-

gence from a technology
and management perspec-

tive. A recent seminar

hosted by Network World

titled "State of the LAN:

Creating a Master Plan for Your

Next-Generation Network"
addressed convergence from a
campus perspective. Most of the

major vendors in this arena (3com,

Alcatel, Extreme, Foundry, Lucent,
Nortel) gave their insight into
network convergence and how
their product lines combined voice,

video, and data services. However,
none of the vendors were able to

answer a simple question: What is

the key business driver for imple-

menting a converged network for

my campus? Although the carriers

have realized the strategic benefits

of converged networks, full

implementaflon and ready accep-

tance of convergence in a campus

environment are still under debate.



While the benefits of full conver-

gence are being debated, some

campuses have implemented
various forms of network conver-
gence. Denison University
(www.denison.edu), a private liberal

arts university in Granville, Ohio,
has implemented a unique method
of combining video programming
on the campus data network. By
using Cisco's IPITV product, they
are able to stream video program-

ming to academic classrooms and

offices using IP multicasting on the

existing switched Ethernet data
network. The video stream requires

1.5 Mbps of bandwidth, and allows
faculty members to have real-time
access to video programming from
the classroom or office. Denison can

also utilize this technology to pull
foreign language broadcasts (TVS,

Deutchavella, Univision) off a
satellite and feed the program

directly to a computer. The modern
language faculty members can then

take excerpts of the broadcast and

show them in class, utilizing the data

network. This innovative use of
video dishibution via the data
network eliminates the need for a

separate coaxial-based video
network in the academic and

administrative buildings and en-
hances the learning environment for

the students.

What Does This Mean for Your
Campus?

What does all this competition
and convergence mean for your
campus telecommunications
operations? The major consider-

ation is that there is an elevated risk

in decision making. Additionally,
revenue streams will be affected by
competition in the marketplace.

Competition and convergence have
also allowed technological and

market changes to occur much
faster today. The potential impact of

these changes may require institu-

tions to analyze all aspects of each

decision. For example, shategic

decisions to upgrade the campus

PBX can require technical, regula-

tory, financial, and marketing
analyses. The same can be said for

decisions regarding major outside
plant investments, implementing
CAfV or wireless networks on
campus, becoming a CLEC,
implementing DSL or LMDS
services, or investing in voice over
IP

To manage campus network
operations effectively, institutions

must be able to analyze and

forecast industry and technology
trends within the context of
potential impacts on the financial,

settlements, network evolution,
regulatory, personnel, and market-

ing aspects of campus telecommu-
nications operations.

What Can You Do about Compe'

tition and Convergence?

Institutions can prepare for

competition and convergence and

reduce the risk of decision making
by using business-planning prin-
ciples as a management tool.

To effectively communicate the

funding needs of telecommunica-

tions operations, more emphasis

must be placed on the planning
process. Just as any successful

business venture has a business

plan, so too must campus telecom-

munications departments in the

new competitive environment.
Competition will force new and

innovative methods for generating

revenue and reducing costs.

Convergence will require a strategic

assessment of the instihrtion's
technology direction and how that

direction fits into the existing

network resources on campus. 
)
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According to a survey by the
Strategic Leadership Forum (http://
www.slf.org), there are more than
30 complex planning models that
address business and strategic
planning. These models cover
every facel o{ the planning process

and range from Porter's Four

Forces model to Myer's Structural
Cybernetics Theory. Planning for
telecommunications competition
and convergence on the campus
involves beginning with a simple
planning model and building from
there. Sophistication can be built
into the planning model as needed.
Scenario planning is one such

addition to the basic model and
can be used to forecast what-if
possibilities. These possibilities

could include disaster recovery,
elimination of regulatory barriers,
substantial increases or decreases

in capital, and more.

As traditional telecommunica-

tions revenue skeams on campus

continue to decline, and costs for

maintaining systems and support-

ing users continue to increase,

campus telecommunications
business operations will require

a drastic change. New telecom-

munications revenue streams

from innovative marketing
efforts, creative partnerships with

nontraditional sources, alliances

with service providers, and ag-

gressive strategies to evaluate

feasibility of operating as a CLEC

will be required.

While every campus

environment is distinct.

basic business-planning

concepts can be a

tremendous tool to assess

current operations and

develop strategies for

competition and conver-

gence. The three main
processes for successful

business planning are as

follows:

1. Strategic

The strategic process

must address four critical

factors. First, the mission

and objectives of the

department that relate to
the overall mission and

objectives of the institu-

tion must be defined.

Second, the market

demand (students,

faculty, staff, community)
for voice, video, and data

services must be identi-
fied. Third, the resources (human,

financial, and physical) currently
employed to meet user require-

ments must be evaluated. Last,

credibility and consensus among

department staff and key stake-

holders must be built and main-
tained.

2. Operations

One of the critical factors in
planning for competition and

convergence on campus is how the
telecommunications business will
operate. Operations plans can help

crystalize the strategies for the

overall management structure and

service delivery methods. There
are many factors included in the

development of operations plans.

They include but are not limited to
the following:

. Organization/management

. Facilities

. Operatingdepartments
o Marketing/sales/service
o Support functions
r Information systems

Critical to the operations-
planning process is the develop-
ment of performance assessments.

These assessments should include
economic valuations and key ratios

with benchmarks. Analysis of
previous financial reports can yield
information on areas such as

revenue per access line, which is

one of the key indicators of
successful operations.

3. Capital

The capital plan is the most

critical aspect of business planning.

This plan identifies capitaland
recurring funding resources and

explains how those resources will
be used. Competition and conver-
gence will require senior manage-
ment to have a deeper understand-

ing of capital versus cost-recovery
funding requirements. For future
network upgrades and expansions.

capital funding must be clearly

indicated, and both short- and
long-term projections of network-
funding requirements must be
developed. The plan should

include one-time and recurring
costs as well as identify tangible

benefits from increased funding. A
well-developed capital plan will
also provide the necessary support
for increased capital funding versus

cost-recovery funding.

New ways to fund network
expansions, infrastructure up-
grades, and recurring costs must be
established. In January of this year,

Bowdoin College (http://www.

bowdoin.edu), a private higher
education institution in Brunswick,
Maine, received a $21 million
dollar technology endowment to
pay for the recurring costs of



computer and network upgrades

and investments in new technol-
ogy. The anticipated annual
earnings from the endowment will
provide an additional $1 million
per year for network operations at
the 1,500-student institution. This
type of innovative funding will be
critical in addressing recurring costs

of maintaining high-performance
campus networks. A detailed
capitalplan would help develop-
ment officials and other members

of the campus community to
r ealize telecommunications-funding
needs and provide support for
those needs.

Industry Observations

As traditional telecommunica-
tions revenue streams on campus
continue to decline and costs for
maintaining systems and support-
ing users continue to increase,

campus telecommunications

business operations will require a
drastic change. New telecommuni-
cations revenue streams from
innovative marketing efforts,

creative partnerships with nontradi-
tional sources, alliances with
service providers, and aggresslve

strategies to evaluate feasibility o{
operating as a CLEC willbe
required. Identifying strategic

outsourcing opportunities for
various tasks within the campus
telecommunications organization
will allow administrators to reduce
recurring operational costs. Capital
funding for upgrading voice, video,
and data nehvorks will be a critical
factor for high-performance
network connectivity on campus.
Continued cost-recovery funding
for network upgrades will not
provide the level of support
required for a robust network.

Planning for competition and

convergence on the college

campus is no easy task. External

and internal environmental factors
present unique challenges to the
planning process. However,

through focused leadership and
utilization of the business-planning
process, telecommunications

administrators can effectively
communicate their funding require-
ments to senior management and
position the telecommunications
department to meet the challenges

of a demanding market, changing
technology, and enabling regula-
tory drivers in the future.

Tad Denso is a senior manager with
CHR Solutions, lnc., an independent
tel e co mmunication s man agement
consulting company headquartered in
Dollas, Texas. He has been inuolued in
higher education consulting projects
ouer the past 77 years. He can be
reached at tad. deriso@chrsolutions.com.
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Voice and TeleVhony

over 17: Kiek Dimeneione

and 3ol ulione
From Circuil bo 17-
To Tackef,ize or Nol lo Tackelize

by Bruce Grant

and Nader Nanjiani

The drive toward convergence
is in high gear across the nation.
Discussions about delivering voice
over Internet protocol (VolP) are
ringing through the corridors in all
business settings as well as on
college and university campuses.
Telecommunications managers and
directors are responding to a
commitment from technology
planners to create a converged
voice, video, and data network
over IP The promise of a con-
verged IP network has become a
technological reality.

Convergence over IP is ex-
pected to create a single, economi-
cal, and pervasive solution for
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meeting the information and
communication needs of a higher
education campus. Implementation
of IP for voice, video, and data
promises increased efficiency and
effectiveness over haditional
communications systems.

The challenge for IT profession-
als is to determine,whether the
benefits of an IP conversion offset
potential trade-offb in the cost to
upgrade or in the quality of service
(QoS). In a camplrs setting, this is
particularly true. The mission on
campuses is to rrianage the delivery
of voice applicatibns as a robust,
dependable, and' revenue-driven
service.



Compared to instructional video
or Internet access, the tolerance for
diminished quality is far lower in
telephony. The following guidelines
should help identify and minimize
the risks associated with deploy-
ment of voice and telephony over
IP solutions in a campus environ-
ment.

Risk Dimensions of Voice or
Telephony over IP

These guidelines willhelp the
telecommunications professional
present certain criteria and pro-
posed solutions for chief financial
officers, chief information officers,
and campus analysts to consider in
making a decision concerning
conversion to IP technology.
Instead of debating the mechanics
of an IP deployment, such adminis-
trators need to be aware of QoS
considerations, deployment
considerations, investment protec-
tion, and business risk issues.

. QoS considerations

The demands of creating an
efficient, converged, single network
have to be balanced against the
expectations of quality from end
users. Different users have different
needs. A 4O-second downtime at
an emergency care university
hospital could risk lives. For
campuses, E91 1 applications
underscore the role of telephony as
an essential service with legal
liabilities as well as social and moral
responsibilities. Higher education
users are more likely to tolerate
data network downtime than
telephone outages. A student on
the go may willingly trade quality
for mobility in her cellular phone,
or a frugal student might settle for
Internet phones to call home.
However, most campus users will
have a higher level of expectation
for feature sets and benefits they
have come to expect from a college
or university phone system.

Expecting usBrs to pay a
premium for mediocre telephone
service would be like replacing
exotic cuisine with fast food. Unlike

voice, the quality expectations of
users from video and data deliv-
ered over IP have evolved with
technology. When adding value to
voice applications, telecommunica-
tions managers have to assume a
strategy of continual improvement
instead of selected trade-off.
Although the promise of IP tele-
phony is tantalizing, user benefits
have to be delivered over and
above, not at the expense of,
existing benefits.

. Deploymentconsiderations

When deploying an IP solution
for voice, campus administrators
need to recognize and assess risks
associated with implementation. To
maintain user expectations of
quality and sound reliability,
administrators should assess three
key factors before relying on IP for
voice applications on campus.

(1) Cosfs associated with upgrade
of ensting campus network

A voice solution deployed over
an IP network may require an
upgrade of the existing data
network to ensure that the LAN/
WAN environment is ready to
respond to the demands that voice
signals place on it. The cost of
upgrading the network could offset
any proposed savings expected to
accrue from voice deployment. A
thorough assessment of hidden
costs associated with network
upgrades should be a fundamental
part of any analysis conducted for
VolP deployment.

(21 lnteroperability of the products
used for deployment

At the network level, the
idiosyncrasies of a campus VolP
network should be transparent
across other IP networks, existing
telephone networks, and the public
switched telephone network.
Technology providers will need to
offer products that are
interoperable with other IP net-
works and still comply with varying
standards implemented by other
vendors. The level of maturity in
the product and its ability to

interface with varied networks
should be demonshated through
real life tests prior to deployment.

(3) Expeftise of the prouider
offenng the lP solution t'or uoice

An enhanced component of a
product mix goes beyond the core
product. Support mechanisms and
application-friendly architecture are
essential for a successful deploy-
ment of voice solutions. An
understanding of circuit switching is

critical for translating the benefits to
an IP switched environment. A
provider with experience in
offering near total reliabilip over a
circuit-switched PBX is more likely
to require and maintain that
integrity in an IP environment as
well. An assessment of a provider's
current and future line of products
and core business would demon-
strate an understanding of exper-
tise in voice solutions.

r Investmentprotection

An infrastructure investment in
a voice solution generally has a life
cycle of 7 to 10 years. With
nascent technologies, the risk of
obsolescence is significantly higher.
To minimize risk and demonshate
investment protection, a well
thought out migration strategy
should be devised to ensure that
emerging features are incorporated
into the infrastructure over the
years in a cost-efficient manner.

o Business risks

Telecommunications in higher
educaflon has to be managed as a
business with revenue objectives
and administrative processes to
serye customers. The cash flow
generated by the telecommunica-
tions business often drives innova-
tion and investment on campuses.
Telecommunications managers
conduct adds, moves, and changes
of existing student customers; track
billing and prepaid phone services;
conduct bill reconciliation; assign
chargebacks; manage customer
receipts; follow up on delinquen-
cies; and maintain customer call
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records as part of the administra-
tive process. The business risks
involved in managing the telecom-
munications network on campus
leave little room for experimenta-
tion, and much less for error.

Anything less than a tried-and-
tested voice solution that is

interoperable with existing adminis-
trative applications would introduce
a significant risk for the institution.
Therefore, institutions will need to
ensure that the back-end opera-
tions associated with running a

successful telecommunications
business on campus will not be
hampered by an IP switch deploy-
ment due to a dearth of corre-
sponding applications.

Should our dependence on
existing telephony discourage us
from taking advantage of the latest
innovations? Not at all. The robust
reliability that we currently expect
from our phone systems should
carry over into innovative applica-
tions coming down the pike such
as smart phones, soft phones, and
IP-based wireless phones. Beyond
convergence, IP deployment
promises innovative voice applica-
tions. Being able to deliver those
solutions without affecting the
user's expectation of robust
reliability and feature sets presents
the true challenge for technology
providers.

Solutions and Strategies for
Deployment

Faced with the proposition of
convergence and the benefits of IP,
IT managers need a prudent, yet
innovative, path to deployment.
The range of options available for
voice or telephony over IP include
the following:

1. A VolP solution in a circuit-
switched environment

In today's environment, IP-
enabling an existing or circuit-
switched PBX system can provide
a cost-effective implementation of
VolP To enable an existing PBX
system, two methods can be used.

One is to deploy existing propri-
etary instruments over IP, where
the major cost savings would be in
placing both voice and data over
the same cable, reducing the
cabling cost associated with those
instruments.

What this means is that pure IP
switching may be utilized for IP
smart phones, soft phones, and
wireless phones when they are
connected in a pure IP environ-
ment. Calls made to and from the
existing TDM-based system would
utilize the existing TDM switching
system. The benefit of this method
is that it allows the flexibility to
deploy critical station users via
traditional TDM. while noncritical
station users may be deployed in a
pure IP environment. Additionally,
this method provides for easy
migration to a TolP solution and all
the benefits this emerging deploy-
ment method offers.

3. A TolP solution with robust
technologies

This solution allows for a full
deployment of telephony services
based upon a pure IP environ-
ment. What this can mean is that
all components of the system are

based on industry standards for
existing on an IP network. All of
these components must operate as
"good neighbors. " This means they
must not lnterlere with the existing
network, cause undue delays, or
bog the net'work down.

The return on investment from
a TolP network is questionable. A
phone system must be able to
support a seamless QoS network.
The network should also comply
with emerging voice standards for
items like voice-enabled policy
servers and directory servers.
Basically, the network needs to
provide everything necessary to
prioritize the voice traffic and its
associated processing in a real-time
environment. The compelling
advantage of this solution is still
unclear.

A TolP solution is currently in
an early adopter stage, which
means that the pricing is not
mature enough yet to determine if
there is a cost benefit when
compared to the standard circuit-
switched systems. Standards for the
nehvork to deploy this technology

Beyond convergence,

IP deployment promises

innovative voice appli-

cations. Being able to

deliver those solutions

without affecting the

user's expectation of ro-

bust reliability and fea-

ture sets presents the

true challenge for tech-

nology providers.

Another method would be to
network systems via IP trunk
facilities. The benefit of this method
is a reduction of the cost of the
voice network resulting from
utilization of the existing WAN/
MAN bandwidth. The advantage of
a VolP solution is that it allows
flexibility in the level of desired
deployment.

2. Alelephony over IP (TolP)

solution with a TDM hub

This solution should be thought
of as a migration strategy. It allows
for the existing circuit-switched or
time division multiplex (TDM)
based system and all of its invest-
ment to be utilized, while providing
new TolP solutions to be imple-
mented on an as-needed basis.
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are still emerging and are in
constant flux. Networks may have
to be upgraded or replaced to
provide the required capabilities. It
is apparent that this emerging
method of deployment will provide
new and exciting capabilities, but
overcoming the hurdles to provide
the reliability and feature set
demanded by the customer will be
the key factor that could limit
widespread deployment of TolP
solutions.

Conclusion

Like any exciting new technol-
ogy, the lure of migration toward

VolP or TolP is powerful. How one
should arrive there, however, is
debatable. With existing risks of
deployment and potential strate-
gies, CIOs, CFOs, and telecommu-
nications directors in colleges and
universities will need to assess

alternatives and advantages unique
to their campuses prior to making
any commitments to voice or
telephony over IP Like all other
technology decisions, the timeline
and the extent of IP deployment
for voice applications on a campus
should be a business decision. With
business objectives at the fulcrum,
the decision will determine the

balance between service, innova-
tion, and customer satisfaction for
voice services on campuses.

Nader Nanjiani is product marketing
manager for the education market at
NEC Ameica's Corporote Nehlorks
Group. Bruce Grant is manager,
product management t'or NEC's IP
migrotion strategy.

For additional int'ormation or questions,
send e-mail to nader@necam.com.
Please uisit our Web site at
tiltDtD.cng.nec. com.
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vandols:

ng off Attr.cks

by James S. Cross, PhD

Electronic commerce, a mobile workforce, and the collabo-

ration requirements inherent in supply chain management are

driving a new era in secure connectivity. As organizations

continue to build their intranets and extranets for collaboration
and information exchange with suppliers, partners, dealers,

distributors, customers, and internal constituents, solutions are

needed that facilitate the secure and timely exchange of
mission-critical information. Today, as organizations demand

the tools and technologies to gain a competitive advantage, the

need to develop the right security strategy is more crucial than

evel.

One of the most daunting aspects of managing a campus

network is consistency in performance and quality of service

in intrusion detection and security. The promises o{ vendors

are edging closer to reality, but the best options
are still cobbled together from different ven-

dors. The network security marketplace has

finally evolved to the point where security
vendors can actually back up some of the
promises they make in their sales pitches.

A perusal of the literature indicates that the

Internet and global business-to-business and

business-to-consumer commerce isn't future,
it's now.



Because so many businesses

and organizations depend on the
Web for electronic commerce, there
is no shortage of funds being spent
on security and data integrity.
According to International Data,
Inc., corporate America spent more
than $4.4 billion in 1999 on
Internet securi$ software solutions
and products. We are in an era

when wired businesses are subject
to 24fi demand for constant
information and instant electronic
transactions in a secure environ-
ment. An unexpected outage, even
for a few minutes, can be cata-
strophic, cost millions, and scare

away customers. From e-com-
merce sites to field offices, to home
office intranet applications, it is
imperative to authenticate, screen,

audit, and validate requests before
permitting access to mission-critical
and strategic assets.

On February 7,2OOO, Yahoo,
one of the most popular and
reliable Internet sites, made front-
page headlines across the country
when an unknown group of
cybervandals purposely directed
too much traffic to the site, causing
it to buckle under the pressure and
triggering a major outage for more
than three hours. In a USA Today
article, Jeff Mallet, president of
Yahoo states, "Yahoo can usually
handle unanticipated demand, but
this happened so quickly and was

so widespread that it crashed the
network" (Solomon, 2000). What
happened to Yahoo, e-Bay,
E*Trade, ZDNet, Amazon, CNN,
and Buy.com can happen to any of
our campus mission-critical

systems. Mitch Hill, chief financial
officer for Buy.com, told the
Associated Press, "the attacks that
flooded Buy.com with an unprec-
edented amount of junk data were
traced to powerful computers in

Boston, New York, and Chicago."
(Solomon, 9 Feb 2000) To crash

the site, cybervandals inshucted
hundreds of powerful computers to
flood the site with an enormous
amount of mock traffic and fake
requests that, again, overloaded
the network.

Any site can fall victim to an
assault whereby hundreds of
powerful machines flood the site

with bogus requests, mock data, or
unwanted materials. For example,
on November 6, 7999, here at
Michigan Tech, an e-mail system
attack was fended off that involved
over 422,000 attempts to deliver
illicit mail. The attacker was
sending messages at a rate of more
than 15 per second. The attack did
not disrupt campus service, but it
did cause our log file to potentially
overrun allocated space for logging.
The campus e-mail system has

evolved from a convenient service
to an essential application requiring
2417 support in a secure environ-
ment. A survey of Michigan Tech's

e-mail server security system

statistics for FY1998-99 indicates
more than 7,000 different hacker
incidents were logged.

Fending Off Attacks

Providing a sense of securityr

and protection of assets involves
integrating multiple strategies and
defensive solutions: (1) timely
incident identification and report-
ing, (2) event forensic analysis, (3)

firewalls, (4) authentication and
digital certificates to restrict access,

(5) digital signature, (6) encryption
algorithms to scramble data, (7)

hostile active code, (8) currency in
software releases and patches, and
(9) scam securit5r. For most organi-
zations, a combination of these

strategies will cover a fairly compre-
hensive set of vulnerabilities.

. Timely incident identification
and reporting

The. objective is to have a
comprehensive set of tools that will
enable system anomalies to be
quickly identified and reported. It
sounds simple, but the challenges
are enormous in a complex
network environment. This is

where intrusion detection systems
prove their worth by real-time
detecting, identifying, and alerting
network personnel to active
attacks. Intrusion detection systems

in the marketplace are generally
grouped into two broad categories:
host-based and network-based
systems. Some of the vendors
offering intrusion detection prod-
ucts are Cisco Systems, Axents
Technologies, CyberSafe, Internet
Securip Systems, Network Flight
Recorder, Network Ice, and
Network Security Wizards.

o Event forensic analysis

Once an event is detected, the
objective of the intrusion detection
system is to blueprint tgrpe, sever-
i$, impact, and options to mini-
mize impact.

. Firewalls

Traditionally, firewalls can be
segmented into three broad
categories:

(1) Packet filters that accept or
reject traffic based on such criteria
as source and destination IP

address and destination TCP/UDP
port numbers

(2) Packet inspectors that accept or
reject traffic based on packet

header and data content

(3) Proxy gateways that act as a

user's entrance from an unsecured
client to protected services or data
located on a secured host
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According to Forrester Re-

search, firewall technologies have

traditionally consumed the bulk of
security dollars. With the growth of
the Internet and e-comm erce, the
predominant focus on firewalls is

expected to change in the future,

with significant emphasis to be

focused on encryption and digital

certificates (Forrester, 1998).

Some of the major vendors

offering firewall products are:

Borderware, Check Point, Cisco,

IBM, Compaq, Cyber Guard,

Actane, and Ascend.

o Authentication and Digital

Certificates

Authentication is the process of
validating and certifying the identity
of a requester trying to gain access

to a service or resource electroni-

cally, by using an IP address,

passwords, user names, biometric
data, and digital certificates. Digital

certificates are digital files that
certify the identity of an individual
or organization based on the

content prescribed by the X.509
standard of the International
Standards Organization (lSO). The

key elements of a digital certificate

are: version number, serial num-
ber, signature algorithm identifier,

certificate issuer, validity period,

unique identifier of holder, and
public key information. Some of
the major certificate authority
vendors in the marketplace are:

Baltimore Technologies, Entrust,

Verisign, CREN, and Xcert Interna-

tional.

o Digital Signature

Digital signature refers to the

use of a digital code that is attached

to an electronically transmitted

message or document to uniquely
identify and certify its authenticity
by the sender. The recipient uses

the digital signature to verify who

sent the data and that the data has

not been altered after being signed.

. Encryption algorithms to

scramble data

Encryption is the process of

coding and scrambling data to

prevent unauthorized access in

electronic transmission and storage.

The data are grouped into blocks

before being scrambled into a
secure code using a special conver-

sion key and algorithm. When the

message or file reaches the recipi-

ent, a matching key and algorithm

Providing a sense of security and
protection of assets involves
integrating multiple strategies
and defensive solutions:

1. Timely incident identification
and reporting

2. Eventforensic analysis

3. Firewalls

4. Authentication and digital
certificates to restrict access

5. Digitalsignature

6. Encryption algorithms to
scramble data

7. Hostile active code

8. Currency in software releases
and patches

9. Scam security

are used to reconvert the data or
message. Although a number of
different alternatives are available

for encryption, the most popular

are the data encryption standard
(DES) used by the U.S. govern-

ment, RSA Data Security, secure

socket layer, and secure hypertext

transport protocol. Currently, the

U.S. government prohibits the use

of any encryption keys larger than

56 bits for communications

between the U.S. and foreign

countries. Because supercomputers

can crack codes in seconds, many
security experts and network

administrators are frustrated

because they cannot use encryp-

tion keys larger than 56 bits in

communicating with international
trading partners, customers, and

employees.

. Hostile active code

Hostile active code security

breaches may be grouped into
three broad categories: data theft,

viruses, and denial of service. Data

theft involves cybervandals break-

ing into a network site and stealing
proprietary, valuable, and sensitive

information. For example, a

cybervandal broke into the online

database of Internet music store

CD Universe and stole thousands

of credit card numbers that were

posted to the Internet when

extortion demands were not met.

Virus attacks involve infiltrating

a computer system with hostile

code that disables, corrupts,

compromises, and alters the

content of data and files located on

the system. For example, the

Melissa virus that paralyzed e-mail

systems in spring 1999 caused an

estimated $80 million in damages.

ln an lnt'oworld advertisement,

Network Associates indicated there

are over 55,000 known deadly

viruses and worms such as Melissa,

Chernobyl, and Backdoor-G
(Network Associates, 2000).

Denial-of -service attacks involve

the attacker breaking into a large

number of unsecured systems and

installing hostile code that can be

activated to send massive amounts

of bogus data to a targeted site.

For example, the Yahoo attack

involved one gigabit of incoming
data per second that deluged and

crippled the site. The frightening
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thing about denial-of-service

attacks is that conventional security

measures like firewalls, authentica-
tion, and intrusion detection

systems are powerless to halt the
paralyzing flow of bogus data.

Although there is no easy and fast

way to distinguish bogus traffic

from real requests, Tivoli Systems,

Computer Associates, BMC
Software, and other network
management vendors are planning

updates to their products to
address denial-of-service vulner-
abilities.

. Currency scans of software

releases and patches

Currency scans by cybervandals
involve widespread probes of
Internet sites to determine the type
of computers installed at a site,

number of connections, services

available, software release installed,

and security defense measures

used. The objective is to identify
vulnerabilities to spoofing, trojan
horses, sniffing, malicious applets,
logic bombs, denial-of-service
launches, and war dialing.

o Scam Security

Scam securi$ breaches occur
when cybervandals gain access to
network sites and systems by (1)

sifting through trash and physical
garbage to find sensitive informa-
tion to help break into the site and/
or (2) talking unsuspecting employ-
ees and customers out of valuable
information, such as passwords, on
the pretense of testing the systems

or performing maintenance

functions.

Prevention First

The element of unauthorized
access has always existed, but the

rate of incidents has skyrocketed
with the growth of the Internet and
electronic business-to-business and
business-to-consumer commerce.

One vendor in aNetwork World

advertisement states, "On the

Internet, as in nature, you need a

lot more than just good defense to
survive. You need a fully integrated

security system-one that protects

you from the predators while you
win the war of evolution"
(NetScreen 2000).

The series of hacking and

network security incidents perpetu-
ated during the last several months

have caused many of my col-
leagues to wonder, If Yahoo,

eBay, CNN, the CIA, the Justice
Department, and the military can't
keep their sites secure, what are

other organizations going to do?

Because the threat is real, strategi-

cally implemented securi! mea-

sures are not a wasted effort. Even

minor defensive moves can make

cybervandals think twice if there

are hurdles to jump that disrupt
their efforts. Our law enforcement
professionals constantly warn us to
take basic actions to protect our
lives and property. These same

principles apply to protecting the

systems and Web sites that are

strategic assets and critical to the

mission of our organizations. It's

far easier to prevent a problem

than to fix it. The recent release of
Internet Protocol Security (lPSec),

together with improved hardware,

software, and employee education,

can help to prevent unauthorized
access.

According to Oppenheimer,
Wagner, and Crabb (1997l,, a

determined adversary with unlim-
ited resources will always be able to
defeat your security measures.

Although we have to be very
careful in terms of how we monitor
people and their activities, the trick
is to make it too costly and too
much trouble for the typical would-
be hacker to compromise our

systems without requiring that our

organization spend a fortune and

inconvenience and frustrate our
customers. Well-documented
policies and procedures are

imperative if a security program is
to be successful and meet both
business goals and legal require-
ments. Good business practices

and tight controls can help avert

embarrassment, public criticism,

and complaints, while saving time
in the investigative process.

A former ACUTA president, James S.

Cross, PhD, is uice prouost of
inJormotion technology at Michigan
Tbchnological Uniuersitg. He also
serues os choir ot' ACUTA's publica-
tions committee. Reach Jim ot
jcross@mtu.edu.
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Why Vendors See

Colleges as a l(ey
Marl<et Segment
Sales teams believe schools have money, demand
hot services, welcome side programs

by Curt Harler

The poet Robert Burns wished

that someone would give us the gift

of seeing ourselves as others see

us. Wouldn't it be great to climb

into a vendor's shoes and take a

look at the college and university

market for telecommunications and

networking products?

Almost every vendor who has

segmented marketing agrees that

lhere are two vertical markets in
the telecommunications area that
are different animals: education

and government. While there are a

host of other vertical areas recog-

nized by industry-retail, transpor-

tation, hospitality, medical, finan-
cial-higher education is one

market segment that gets special

attention anywhere one goes.

"We definitely see a dlfference

between education and other
markets," says Teresa Kniskern,

education industry marketing

manager for Nortel, Santa Clara,

California. Nortel just completed a

carefully assessed process of
reorganizing its sales force into
12 separate segments to address

vertical markets.

"Show Me the Money"

The reason so many vendors

have special divisions focused on
higher education is precisely the

same reason Willie Sutton used to

rob banks-that's where the

money is. Many vendors see

colleges as institutions with huge

budgets and unlimited sources of
{unding. Before you start to laugh,

look around at your colleagues.

The build-out of many univer-
sip networks is subsidized, either

by the government or by busi-
nesses. Researchers at colleges

demand high-bandwidth back-

bones, and that requires all of the

associated boxes that hang off the

network. Students want Internet
connectivity to every room. Many
schools, and not just engineering-Contributing Editor
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oriented schools like Emory
University in Atlanta, have data
ports located in every dorm room,

every faculg office, the library, and

the student union. Thanks to a
major grant from Roberto C.

Goizueta, late chairman of Coca-
Cola, Emory's new state-of-the-art

business school has an asynchro-
nous transfer mode (ATM) network
that enables videoconferencing and

distance-learning applications.

These allow students to access

lectures at other universities and
participate in classes while off
campus. With this network up-
grade, Emory University and the

Goizueta Business School are

helping students and teachers use

technology to enhance decision

making and gain competitive
advantages.

Needs-Based Relationship

"Our job is to discover and
meet needs," says John Lasater,

vice president of national accounts

at Adelphia Business Solutions,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. He says

that his CLEC actually started with
three key vertical areas: higher
education, government, and
medical.

"Higher education is a key area

and very much different than the

others, " Lasater says. The vertical

markets are supported by a
national accounts team that applies

technical and operational support
to complex installations. He
maintains that while the idea of
vertical markets is an old one, in
recent years it has been forgotten

by many service providers.

When Adelphia took part in a
focus group with members of
ACUTA, they got high marks

because they actually asked

questions about what colleges

need. Participating also gave them

a chance to tell colleges about their
single-pipe offering of local, long-

distance, Internet, and data

connectivity to the student. Single-

statement billing is on the way,
giving the school something unique
to offer students.

Kim Stearns, associate director
of higher education with Alcatel,

Spokane, Washington, says their
focus is to build "collaborative

relationships at a higher level than

simply vendor-client. " One way
they do that is by getting involved
in college-focused projects like

lnternet2. Alcatel is a corporate

partner for Internet2 and has

pledged to donate $1 million of
hardware to the group.

Since Alcatel's North American
group recently merged Xylan,

Packet Engines, and other divi-
sions, they are trying to pick the

best of each acquisition's marketing
ideas. Stearns's group drives the

market analysis, produces collateral

sales material, and sets up pro-
grams for higher education. There

is a separate group with responsi-

bility for theK-72 market, although

they do share strategies.

"We try to address solutions
geared to education rather than just

throw out products," Kniskern

says. Rather than take a piecemeal

approach, vendors see the advan-

tage-both in terms of service and

sales-of presenting a suite of
products. For instance, if a school
inquires about Internet access, a

company knows it will also need an

addressing solution, more band-
width, and so forth. Kniskern calls it
the "domino effect," and she is

training staff to meet those particu-

lar needs.

According to Jerry Smith, group
manager of education markets at

Sprint, "At Sprint we have identi-
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fied several key technology and
educational trends that we believe
will drive relationships beh,r",een

service providers, universities, and
students. " These trends include the
following:

. Rapid growth in distributed
learning, both for adult learners

and as an alternative delivery
model for traditional college

students on and off campus.

o A growing desire on the part of
universities to establish a lifelong
relationship with students. This
includes establishing a relationship
while a prospective student is in
high school and continuing
throughout the undergraduate,
graduate, careet, and retirement
phases in life. One example of this

model is the establishment of a
university domain e-mail address

that remains active throughout the
student's lifetime.

r A desire to provide student

technology services to all the

university community (on- and off-
campus students, active students,
alumni, faculty, and staff) with the
university coordinating-but not
necessarily providing-these
services and with sharing in the
revenue stream provided by these

services as one of the goals of the
universiQ. These services are likely
to be presented in packages or
bundles that include a wide range

of options.

o Rapid deployment of a single,

integrated voice, data, and video
network that extends throughout
the university community of
learning.

r Rapid growth in wireless

services that support anytime-
anyplace access to university
resources.

Smith continues, "Sprint

believes that these trends will drive

sczrvice providers and universities

to different models of doing
business than in the past. For

e;xample, the wholesal elretail
rrrodel that was widely utilized by
universities to provide on-campus
lc,ng-distance services in the 1980s

and 1990s has evolved to a much

til3hter partnership between the

university and the provider. Many
of these programs currently look
rrrore like an alt'inity partnership

thran the old wholesalelretail model

The reason so many vendors

have special divisions focused

on higher education is precisely

the same reason Willie Sutton

used to rob banks-that's

where the money is. Many ven-

dors see colleges as institutions

with huge budgets and unlim-

ited sources of funding.

"Thus, Sprint expects that

br.rsiness partnerships will become

the dominant model for the

provision of technology services.

This will consist of the service

provider working with the univer-
sity to provision a full package of
strrdent services including voice.

Internet access, cable TV, video
services. wireless services. paging.

arrd other specialty services. It is

also expected that the business

partnership would include joint
marketing activities and sharing of
capital expenses and revenues. "

The University as a Customer

While there may be some
overlap in solutions across indus-
tries. universities tend to be at the

upper end of bandwidth demands.
They also tend to require a shock-
ingly wide and diverse range of
technology, from voicemail and
pay phones to Internet2 connectiv-
ity and satellite-based distance
learning.

MIT has its own OC-12 on its
Cambridge, Massachusetts,

campus. And that is not unique in
the university world. The vendors
made a respectable amount of
money on those deals.

However, finding a college

campus does not guarantee a sale.

It seems the market is split into the
"haves" and the "have-nots" when
it comes to funding. Even if a
vendor finds a school with the

desire and the capital to invest,

making the sale is not a slam-dunk
proposition.

Most companies with a focus on

the higher education market work
through distribution channels.

Those distributors often become

systems integrators. Typically,

schools have very thin IS/IT staffs.

They outsource much of their
business to their carriers. When
they write up an RFP (request for
proposal) they send it off to a
limited number of vendors. Their
local telco is usually the first stop
for any long-haul or wide area

networking project. That gives the

carrier the first shot at a lucrative

client.

Speaking for Sprint, Smith

comments, "lt is also expected that

the university/technology provider
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partnership will extend beyond
student services to the general
provision of the university's
technology infrastructure. These
partnerships are predicted to be
much deeper than those in the
past, which have been dominated
by a research sponsorshlp model.
With the universip's technology
becoming crucial to attracting top
students and faculQ, the infrastruc-
ture is now a key strategic element
of university planning. It is more
and more likely that universities will
be expecting their technology
providers to be shategic partners in
this process. These activities will
range from the simple sharing of
network and product plans, to full
outsourcing of technology services

and all levels in between."

Side Programs

Vendors have a variet5l of ways
of getting close to the school's IS/IT
staff. It would not be wise to see

these side programs as techniques
that are predatory or duplicitous.
Such anangements should benefit
both sides. One example of a win-
win-win is a company-sponsored
internship program at a school. The
student gets money and experi-
ence, the school has the services of
a $40-per-hour technician but
probably pays only $10, and the
company not only gets intelligent
feedback on its equipment but also

builds a relationship with the
student. Down the road, the
company hopes, the student will
get a job and feel most comfortable
with the equipment he became
familiar with at college.

Programs like Nortel's
NetKnowledge-a curriculum for
introductory college classes in
computer science or engineering-
present the basics and make it easy

to set up a 101-level course. The
Canada-based company also is
liberalwith scholarship money. It
contributed Cdn $20 million to six
Ontario universities and two
Ontario colleges to create approxi-
mately 7,000 scholarships over 10
years for undergraduate and
graduate students enrolled in
advanced-technology programs.
The scholarships range in value
from $500 to $5,000.

"We are helping our universities
compete, and we are investing in
the intellectual capital of students
who willfuelthe continued dy-
namic growth of Canada's high-
tech industry," says John Roth, the
company's president and chief
executive officer. Nortel Networks
will conhibute funds to Carleton
Universi!, Universit5r of Ottawa,
McMaster University, Universityr of
Waterloo, University of Western
Ontario, Queen's Universitgr, Sir
Sandford Fleming, and Humber
College.

"With the launch in 1997-98 of
Canada's first software engineering
program, a key element of our new
School of Information Technology
and Engineering, the UniversitSr of
Ottawa has become a leading
center for research and education
in the field of information technol-
ogy," explained Dr. Marcel
Hamelin, rector of the University of
Ottawa. "This initiative is a further
demonstration of their commitment
to ensuring that, regardless of
economic circumstances, the best
and brightest students have the
opportunip to train for careers in
high technology. " Nortel employs
2,000 cooperative education
students annually in Canada and
hired 1,800 graduates from
Canadian universities over the last

two years.

The payoff can be big in the
broader community, too. Drew
University put in a Bay Networks
ATM network to deliver remote eye
care to the underserved urban
community of South Central Los
Angeles. The university is now
expanding beyond teleophthal-
mology to include other telemedi-
cine applications, such as telepsy-
chiatry. These programs also serve
as teaching programs for caregivers

in remote clinics throughout the
community who now consult
regularly over the network with
specialists on the Drew Universityr

campus.

Alcatel, too, is working on what
it calls the Alcatel Academy, a
vendor-neutral program to teach
students about technology like IP
and QoS (quality of service)

without linking it to specific product
lines. "We want to develop skill
sets, " Stearns says. It will be
available in the fourth quarter of
this year.

Marion Connolly, director of
business operations and industry
marketing for Adelphia, says

vendors realize colleges have to do
more with less staffing and fewer
dollars. Today, she finds, it is often
the student driving the demand for
technology. "You have a situation
with students being ahead of the
faculty in their requests," she says.
"That means we have to know the
client intimately."

Simply knowing how to talk to
colleges makes a difference.
Kniskern points out that terms like
"ports per pillow," while common
on campus, are unheard of in other
industries.

Niche within a Niche

Some vendors have their own
niche-within-a-niche market like

)
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colleges. Walter Groteke, executive

vice president of NetWolves,

Melville, New York, says that his

product is suited for smaller

colleges but not large universities.

They make the FoxBox, an ISP (lP

Security Architecture for Ipv4)-
based virtual private networking
(VPN) tool that provides Internet
access and allows secure data

transmission between network
points.

A school like the University of
Washington at Thcoma, with fewer

than 1,000 students, was ideal for
the setup.

"lt is simple to set up and does

everything with one administrative

interface, " Groteke explains. "More

than targeting a specific vertical

market, we look for an organization

which needs secure Internet access

but has a limited number of users. "

Although there is a lot of money

available at top-tier colleges, at the

tier-3 school, which does not
benefit from NSF funding, things

tend to be tighter. Starting late in
2000, Alcatelwilloffer money to
help train students. The program

will be administered by Alan

Amrod, executive director of
vertical markets (alan. amrod@ind.

alcatel.com).

There are other ways to take

advantage of the vendor-client
relationship. Lasater would like to
see schools bring together people

from many disciplines when
submitting RFPs. "lt shouldn't be
just residence life and telecommu-
nications. Involve performing arts,

athletics, medical," he says. "Bring

everyone to the table and that will

enhance your ability to see what
special services we can deliver to
all of the community," he says.

Stearns says colleges should be

asking their vendors a lot more
questons about security. "lt's a
reality that a lot of the hacker

communi$ comes from the

university market," she notes.

"Colleges want to provide a safe

haven for their networks. They

need ways to authenticate users

and meet securityr issues that are

unique to this market."

She says she expects to see the

lines blur between higher educa-

tion, K-72, government, and

libraries as new projects involving
those groups, forced by the real-

world realities of providing eco-

nomical service, come online.
"We're seeing this happen as more

MANs [mehopolitan area networks]

come into being," Stearns says.

The Partnership View

"The bottom line," says Smith,
"is that universities will view
selecting a technology partner less

in the light of specific products and

services and more in terms of
resources and capabilities. Just as

this new partnership model will

require a higher level of commit-
ment on the part of the university,

it will also require a much higher

level of resource allocation on the

part of the technology service

provider. Since the past model was

one of simply selling and installing

services, providers were glad to

seek and provide any and all

customers with their products and

services. But, since such partner-

ships today require a considerable

investment of both human and

financial resources, the technology
provider must build a business cose

for each potential university

partnership. In other words, in the

past, the provision of products and

services was like a casual date

between the provider and the

university. The partnerships of the

future will be more like marriage.

"Thus, while Sprint will con-

tinue to develop a wide range of
integrated voice, data, and video
products for a wide variety of
university needs, an increasing

proportion of our resources is

expected to be invested in devel-

oping and supporting partnerships

with our key university customers.

This trend was recently illushated

at the ACUTA spring seminar in

Miami. The discussions regarding

VolP products and services focused

as significantly on the stability and

commitment of the companies
providing the products as it did on

the product features. There was a

major concern that in a rapidly

developing field such as VolP, the

university must have a technology
provider that is in the market for

the long run, and has the capabili-

ties to support deployment of
emerging technologies. "

Eventually, the bottom line is to

have the telecom director request

and get good service from the

vendor. "lf we can help the

university meet the needs of both

the on-campus and off-campus
population, then we are doing our
job, " Lasater concludes.

Curt Harler is o t'reelance writer and
contributing editor to fhe ACUTA
Journal. He is o/so respected as o

speoker on issues of impoftance to
tel eco m m un icati o n s p r o t'e ssio nal s.

Reach Curl at curt@cufiharler.com.
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Cfarion

Universry

Pennsyfvania

Situated just off Interstate 80 near the
Allegheny National Forest in rural
western Pennsylvania, Clarion University
is a school whose roots date to the 19th
century. But today Clarion is congratu-
lating itself for some 21st-century
ingenuip. Creative thinking has enabled
the universitSr to rise to a technological
and financial challenge and bring
affordable Internet access not just to the
campus but to its extended community
as well.

The Challenge

Recognizing that the universitSr would
have to make some changes in order to
remain technologically competitive,
President Diane Reinhard mandated in
1998 that Internet access be available to
its seven residence halls by the fall of
1999. However, neither the estimated

$2 million in costs nor the personnel to
support new student network connec-
tions were available.
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The Solution

Our solution was to combine all telecommunica-

tions services for the university and the on-campus

students into one package and to develop an alliance

with a consortium of telecommunications vendors to

install and manage those services. Now, a consor-

tium headed by ALLTEL Communications, Inc.,

supplies the services listed below to students, the

universi!, faculty, staff, and affinity groups such as

alumni, donors, and parents at special "Clarion"

rates. Annual royalties from these services are used

to reimburse the consortium the $1.5 million it paid

to wire the residence halls. Some services (indicated

by an asterisk) were not even available previously:

r Residence hall and university long-distance service

o Internet access to the residence hall rooms*

o ISP service for off-campus students, faculty, staff,

and affinity groups*

o On-campus computer sales and repairs for

students, faculty, staff, and affinity groups*

. Student help desk*

. Cable television for residence halls

. Cellular services (telephone and paging) for

students, faculty, staff, affinity groups, and the

universip*
. Ten years of management of residence hall data

network*
o Ten years of management of cable TV service*

o Allbilling
. All marketing
. New university PBX*
. Ten years of management of PBX*

. Residence hall voicemail and caller ID*
o One residence hall telephone outlet per student

rather than per room*
o Residence hall and university local exchange

service (as a new CLEC)

A Unique Project

There are four unique aspects to this project:

1. The procurement process Because of the

accelerated schedule, Clarion became the first entity

to complete the new request for qualified contractor
(RFQC) process recently developed by the Com-

monwealth of Pennsylvania. While this earned us

some recognition, it meant there was no precedent to

follow and necessitated a close working relationship

with legal counsel and the chancellor's office as the
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project facilitated changes in the traditional State

System of Higher Education procurement rules.

2. Consortium Due to the broad scope of services

included in the project, we recognized that no single

vendor could adequately supply all we required.

Therefore, we requested that consortia, not indi-

vidual vendors, respond to the RFQC. However,

each consortium had to be headed by a prime

vendor who was legally responsible for all services.

The university has entered into only one contract,

with the prime. Any contractual arrangements

between the prime and other consortia members are

the responsibility of the prime.

3. Acceleroted schedule The new RFQC process is

extremely labor intensive with multiple document

releases and submittal reviews and an extensive

amount of negotiating or fine-tuning with each

consortium. Even so, the initial RFQC was released

in November 1998 and the consortium was chosen

in April, only five months later. Even more impres-

sive is that construction began in mid-May, and three

months later, all seven residence halls were com-

pletely wired and the data network installed. In fact,

the first 11 items listed above were operational by

the fall 1999 semester, and the balance of the items

(PBX related) were operational for the spring 2000

semester. Between May 1999 and January 2000 we

completely overhauled the telecommunications

services for the university.

4. The business cose ALLTEL communicatons will

recoup its $1.5 million over the next 10 years

through an estimated $200,000 in annual royalties

on the telecommunications services it sells to our on-

and off-campus students, faculty, employees, and

affinity groups such as parents, alumni, and donors.

Typical lease or loan arrangements to pay for the

network were unacceptable, and the university

refused to guarantee a minimum annual payment.

The consortium and the university will share any

annual royalties over and above $200,000. Addition-

ally, the university owns all equipment and wiring

installed as part of the project.

Significant Benefits

Without the alliance, a $1214 student housing fee

would have had to be imposed just to cover the $2

million cost for Internet access. With the alliance, the

students receive Internet access as well as many

additional services for a single increase of $48 plus

service charges.



Residence hall students are not the only beneficia-
ries of the project. All services, with the exception of
cable TV and CLEC services, are olfered at special
rates to off-campus students, faculty, staff, retirees,
parents, donors, and alumni. By design, it is to the
benefit of both the university and the consortium to
expand the customer base as much as possible to
increase the royalties.

The university itself has bene{ited as well. For
approximately $10,000 in additional telecommunica-
tions costs annually, it has positioned itself to take
advantage of new technologies, such as voice over
IP, by replacing its Centrex service with a PBX that
also offers new services to the university communitgr
such as voicemail and caller ID.

Finally, all these services have been put in place
without additional support staff. Two full-time and
two part-time on-campus consortium employees
manage the services, and that support is supple-
mented with around-the-clock remote management
and telephone support.

Looking Back

This project originated as an outgrowth of our
CNet campuswide network installation after Comput-
ing Services inherited the responsibility of university
telecommunications two years ago. At first, the
concept was difficult to sell to the university commu-
nity. A public/private partnership such as this had
never been formed before, and this one was ex-
tremely complex. However, President Reinhard was

supportive of the effort and was instrumental in
convincing doubtful administrators and the
chancellor's office that it was worth attempting.

Three cross-divisional teams have managed the
three aspects of the project: procurement, installa-
tion, and long-term management. Due to this

experlence, a much stronger working relationship has

developed among all the departments involved,
which include Computing Services, Student Life,
Facilities Management, Purchasing, Finance, Univer-
sity Relations, and Alumni Services. Each depart-
ment made a significant contribution in time and
effort, and all share in the success.

Looking Ahead

The procurement and implementation phases

have been completed. Now we face the long-term
management of this complex arrangement. Since,
again, there is no precedent for the management of
this type of partnership, the best way to do it will

evolve over time. The university has created a cross-

divisional Alliance Coordinating Council to work with
the ALLTEL team. In addition, the technical counter-
parts meet on a regular basis to ensure the smooth
integration of like services. For example, the two help
desk staffs meet to improve student services, and the
two network managers meet with the ISP to ensure a

smooth integration o{ the two networks and improve
Internet service to the students.

The project has already eff.ected a permanent
change by completely overhauling the university's
telecommunications services and letting us take a
giant leap forward in student technology. The
university would not have had the resources to
implement all these services for many years to come
had the traditional purchase/install or construction
procurement procedures been used.

Karen DeMouro is ossisfo nt uice president t'or
computing seruices at Clanon Uniuersity. She con be
reached of kdemauro@clarion. edu.

MiGTA is pleased to announce
membership agreement for all

AGUTA membens!
For more details, visit

www.acuta.org/ resources/ micta.cfm

Member benefits include cost savings, negotiated
service agreements, consulting services, problem

solving assistance, training opportunities,
conferences, information clearinghouse, state
central purchasing opportunities, and more!

Be sure to attend MiGTAs 2OOO Fall Conference
October 2-4 at the Park Vista Resort Hotel.

ln Gatlinburg, Tennessee - Heart of the Smoky Mountains.

For more information, visit www.micta.org
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Cdlled to Serue:

the Co ns criytte d Co ns ultdnt
Do you find yourself busier than ever and yet getting
less accomplished? Maybe you've been conscripted!

by Mick McKellar

Convergence is the buzzword that generally refers to the

confluence of voice, video, and data to the desktop. Some days,

however, it also describes the meeting of paths at the desk of
someone willing to answer questions about the tools and the

protocols, the software and the hardware, the methods (and the

occasional madness!) with which we attempt to meet customer

needs and expectations.

What is a "conscripted consultant"? How and why does

conscription happen? What impact does it have on IT profession-

als? And what can be done to make the best of this complicated-
yet golden-opportunity?

Conscripted!

The IT professional's job
includes a variety of responsi-

bilities and requires a diverse

set of skills and knowledge that
uniquely qualify him or her for

a consultant-type position to
people within and outside the

department. Colleagues,
coworkers, and customers each

seek advice and assistance so

that from time to time we may
be inclined to describe our job
as "a series of interruptions
interrupted by a series of
interruptions. "
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How did we get to this point? As new tools
become available and new capabilities appear for
delivery of multimedia integrated with course
management software, demand for these tools
increases dramatically (also increasing the load on
the campus network). Although new technologies
appear on the scene almost daily, most faculg and
staff members prefer to remain pioneers on the
trailing edge of technology. (ln this, fortune favors
us, or we would be inundated with customer
demands, for both assistance and bandwidth,
immediately.)

The early adopters of these dynamic new
technologies tend to be few in number and above
average in technical knowledge and system sawy.
They need some assistance to get started but learn
quickly and are committed to learning the technolo-
gies. However, the early adopters also promote the
advantages of the technologies to colleagues and
generate interest from new users-faculty and staff
members who have less technical expertise but a
similar desire to benefit from the technologies.

These new users become "conscriptors," needing
more attention over a longer period of time and in
more detail than many early adopters. Faculty
members tend to be extremely busy, discipline-
focused people who have little time to learn new
technologies and who, in many cases, don't really
want to learn enough about the technologies to
support themselves. They want dependable, simple
tools that always work the same way every time. To

desire this is understandable; to expect it may be
unrealistic.

However, those who would conscript us have
those expectations. They come to visit or call us, as

IT professionals, when software or hardware fails to
perform as they think it should-whether or not we
can do anything to fix the problem. This may
happen because they heard about the technology
from us, either verbally or in written form, or
through conversations with colleagues, articles in
campus newspapers/newsletters, or e-mail messages.

As frequent campus champions for new and innova-
tive technologies, we must expect that others will
assume we are willing to help them learn how to put
these tools to use. We've been conscripted.

The Conscription Process Is Gradual

Requests for assistance develop into
consultancies not overnight but over time. (l still get
questions about programs I haven't used or sup-
ported for years. ) If we attempt to extricate ourselves

from the consultancy, we sacrifice certain intangible
benefits such as goodwill, perceived helpfulness and
service orientation, accessibility, and opportunity for
personal growth. It becomes necessary to strike and
maintain a balance between being accommodating
(which others may assume is an unwritten part of
our job description) and making progress on mean-
ingful projects of our own.

We are not alone. Others become consultants,
and sometimes we ourselves are the conscriptors!
Most of our colleagues have their own consultancies,
and sometimes we are their customers. Often, we
have to resist strongly the urge to skip researching a

solution and just ask a knowledgeable colleague-
instead of saving the pester factor for those times we
really need help. The urge to create our own private
support cadre is both strong and seductive, and the
urge grows stronger as each new technology or
upgrade comes along.

If IT professionals are not immune to conscripting
colleagues as consultants, why should we expect
colleagues, coworkers, and customers to behave any
differently? Often, they have grealer need for

MySoft.net
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assistance and less reason to resist the urge to
conscript. Panic by colleagues when confronted with
esoteric support questions also offers new and
challenging opportunities to be conscripted.

What Do We Do about It? Duck?

First, the bad news: It's too late to duck! Technol-
ogy has opened Pandora's box, and there is no
closing the lid. Like it or not, we are accessible and
vulnerable to conscription. We can neither research

software without learning how to use it nor write
about something we don't understand (at least not
effectively). Also, we cannot champion something
and not expect a question or two about how it
operates. It's part of the package.

Now, the good news: No one has to carry this
burden alone. Fill Pandora's box with potting soil,

add the seeds of experience, and watch what grows.

Here are my recommendations for effective ways to
deal with consultancy conscription:

7. Leom to use the tool. If you plan to champion a
new technology, learn about it before you open your
mouth or put virtual pen to virtual paper. It's much

easier to help if you really know the product.

2. Start building a network. Turn the tables on your
conscriptors. As they learn (you'll know because the
questions get harder to answer), you can refer new,
potential conscriptors to your existing cadre of
conscriptors. The resulting network may eventually
become self-sustaining, and you will find yourself
asking questions.

3. Receiue, reuiew, and reroute. If the project
promises to generate a lot of support questions, build
your own team of specialists who can field difficult
questions and to whom you can actually delegate the
task. Establish clearly your level of expertise and find
out who knows more than you. Tiansfer, delegate,

send new conscriptors with questions you cannot
answer to new gurus. The new guru may not like it
much, but your customers will thank you.

4. E-mail them. ll you can manage the time, don't
respond by phone; send e-mail. E-mail can be
archived and offers source material for your FAQs.

The exha time spent in writing your responses forces

you to be careful about what you say (it's in writing
for posterity to judge) and offers you the raw material

from which to construct documentation.

5. Publish, don't peish. Write down your responses

to information requests and build a Frequently Asked

Questions (FAQ) list. Put it on a Web site or attach it
to e-mail requests. Don't just respond, re-purpose
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responses. Put technology to work for you. Establish

an online user group-a listserve and/or a chat

room-and let users ask questions of each other
directly. Post a list of knowledgeable sources for

referral If you send conscriptors to an incorrect
resource, they'll be back, but in a really bad mood.

6. Tell them once. If you've already written an

answer to a conscriptor and posted the information
to your FAQ, don't write-refer. They will eventually
get the message and look it up first.

An Upside to Conscription?

Being drafted into the role of consultant for our
office or our campus may not be all bad. If we step
back and look at the big picture, we can see not
merely an aggravation but an opportunity. As we

learn new technologies and explain them to others,
we enhance our technical as well as our communica-
tions skills, increase our value to our institution, and

improve our visibility among our colleagues-if we
are successful at this new role.

It is becoming increasingly important for telecom-

munications professionals to participate in strategic
planning on campuses. The very survival of our
departments may be at stake in some cases. If we

allow conscription to work for us, we may be posi-

tioning ourselves for new opportunities for leader-

ship. Earning a reputation as the resident expert in
this or that technology may open some important
doors. Shiking a balance between doing our job and

doing what others perceive to be our job may from
time to time be a difficult task, but the long-term
rewards could be great indeed.

Taking the Long View

Convergence is a good thing. Multimedia is a

fantastic resource. New and unique tools offer spice

in a virtually vanilla environment. Be aware, how-
ever, that new and wonderful technologies have

hidden costs beyond the hardware, media, software,
installation, bandwidth, and maintenance. They tax
our time and tie us to our customers as consultant
and guru. A truly successful solution incorporates this

cost and seeks to find and exploit the opportunities
inherent in these new relationships.

Don't dodge the draft-embrace it!

Mick McKellar is editorlsnalyst t'or Distibuted
Computing Seruices, a diuision ot' lnt'ormation
Technology ot Michigon Tbchnological U niuersity
( http : I I w w w. it. mtu. edu I dcs) . Resch Mick at
mckellay'@mtu.edu.
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Continued from page 48

responding to our 1998 Member
Needs Assessment already had
data and video management
responsibilities in addition to voice.
I am certain that percentage has

increased in the intervening two
years. However, ACUTA recog-
nized this trend and began plan-

ning to expand and alter the
direction of our publications and
educational programming to
become a recognized high-quality
source of information and knowl-
edge in these areas.

It has been a long time since

ACUTA members have seen a

seminar kack, journal, or newslet-
ter devoted strictly to voice issues.

Here are just a few examples of our
plans for the next year that will help
you gain essential knowledge as a

telecom professional:

I 2001 Editorial Calendar for
tlae Journal oJ Telecommunica-
tions in Higher Education:

. Spring: Security in Cyberspace
o Summer: Business-to-Business

Applications in Higher Education
. Fall: Planning for New Technolo-

gies and Alternative Revenue

Sources
r Winter: Impact of the Web on the

Classroom, Faculty, and Instruc-
tional Delivery

I 2001 Seminar Programs:

Unlike huge megameetings that
attempt to meet a variep of needs
with a broad brush or commercially
sponsored trade shows, many
members tell us that ACUTA
meetings are just the right settings
for learning and exchanging ideas.

We will continue to offer enjoyable
and educational learning opportu-
nities, and we will be adding more
distance-learning options.

While these programs are still

subject to change based on
changing member needs and
technologies, the 2001 seminar
program is planned to include
intensive programs on such topics
as the following:
. Planning for New Technologies:

The Future Compatible Campus
o E-Education: Challenges and

Opportunities
o Cybersecurity
o Management of Data Networks
o Maintaining or Improving the

Bottom Line
r tlecom Auditing Secrets

I ACUTA Strategic Plan

The ACUTA Strategic Plan

states ACUTA's long-term commit-
ment in no uncertain terms to be
an indispensable partner to ACUTA

institutional members and corpo-
rate affiliates as they prepare for
the future of higher education.
Through educational programs

incorporating both technical and

Ieadership/management skills, pro-
active involvement and alliances

throughout higher education,
mentoring programs, publications,

and ongoing vendor partnerships,

our aim is to help our member
professionals to be leaders in the

development and implementation
of telecommunications technology
in support of higher education.

I ACUTA as Advocate and

Source of Regulatory Information

Despite talk of deregulation and

allowing market forces to replace

rules, the U.S. federal government
is becoming more involved in
telecom regulation, not less. No
other organization provides
information and advocacy focused

specifically on the needs of higher

education telecom users in the

United States. The FCC is making

decisions that will have a major
impact on your bottom line, and
information from ACUTA can help
you plan budgets and operations to
meet these new regulatory require-
ments. Beginning this year, we
have increased our financial and
operational commitments to place

more emphasis on this critical area,

and we will continue to do so in
the future.

I ACUTA as a Knowledge
Network

Information is plentiful, but
ACUTA provides the vitalrole of
interpreting that information and
placing it in a context that is

relevant and timely for higher
education telecom professionals.

Through the accumulated wisdom
and experience of more than 2,000
ACUTA members, accessible to
you via electronic or in-person
means, information overload is
transformed into knowledge that
you can use to immediately benefit
your institution. Only ACUTA is

targeted specifically to higher

education telecommunications
professionals.

As you can see by this overview
of our current and future plans,

ACUTA is steadfast in its commit-
ment to becoming your indispens-

able partner in success in the
higher education technology
environment. Through the partici-
pation and support of every
member of ACUTA, we will
achieve these goals and more, and

I welcome your comments and

suggestions for how we can
become even more useful to you in
your professional life. Please

contact me at jsemer@acuta.org or
8591278-3338, ext.25.

lntroduce Tour Cofftayues to ACTUIA-lhe NetworL iust Keeys $rowing Stronger!
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From the Executive Director

ACUTA Prepares for Convergence:
Helping Members Stride Successfully into the Future

There is no question that voice,
data, and video networks are

moving toward convergence, as

the technology for IP telephony
and voice over the LAN continues
to evolve. While the quality and

scale of VolP applications are not
sufficient to meet the needs of a
college or universiQ campus or
even a large department at this

time, telecom pundits seem to

agree universally that the transfor-
mation will take place. It is a given

that most voice-only networks are

on the way to becoming obsolete.
The experts differ only in their
predictions of how long it will take
to reach that point (10 years, 5
years, or less). Certainly educa-
tional institutions will not be able
financially to abandon their legacy
networks, PBXs, and voice tele-
phony hardware overnight, but the

campus network of 10 years from
now will be a very different
"place. "

I recently read an interview with
Rachelle B. Chong, former FCC

commissioner, who put it very well

when asked about IP telephony.

She said in Telecommunications
Reports (May 1, 2000), "lt is the

future. The legacy telephone
nehuorks are quickly going to

become outdated in the next five
years. I say that with absolute

confidence because every next-
generation provider I see going into
business is not doing traditional
telephony. They're all putting in
Internet telephony equipment.
Bundled products are the wave of
the future, and it sits very nicely

with that strategy. "

Some might ask themselves
whether, given the evolution of
convergence, there will still be a

need for telecommunications
professionals, the traditional
membership base of ACUTA. After
giving a great deal of thought to
this question, ACUTA's leadership
answers with an enthusiastic and
confident "YES!" At the same

time, ACUTA's leaders recognize

that the successful telecom profes-

sional of the future will need to
have a new and different set of
skills to supplement his or her basic

telecommunications and manage-
ment knowledge.

Many of these new skills will
build upon the solid base o{
customer service orientation and
expertise, financial and business

acumen, planning and project
management, human resource

management, and communication
skills that are the current attributes
of a higher education telecom
professional. These are important
and essential skills that must not be

discounted. As technology be-

comes more complex and perva-

sive in campus life, the ability to
manage a financially viable opera-
tion, complete complex projects

within budget and time parameters,

and relate successfully to nontech-

nical professionals will be prized
qualities.

At the same time, ACUTA
members are recognizing the need
to expand their knowledge base to
include data and video netrvorks

and applications. Actually, more
than half of ACUTA members

continued on page 46
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An AT&T campus alliance
is all you need for all the ways
you communicate.

At AT&T, we take college very seriously.

That's why you'll find us committed to your

school's future.

We offer a full range of integrated commu-

nication and network solutions, innovative

classroom technologies from AT&T Labs,

and the AT&T Foundation's commitment to
funding educational excellence. So look to
AT&T for solutions, for you and your students.

For more information call l-800-223'4507
or your AT&T representative.

o 1998 AT&T

It's all within y o u r r e a c h. ATslt
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Why should your company advertise in th e ACTJTA Journak
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The ACUTA Journal haE proven itself as an

in-rportant vehicle for the dissemination of
information to telecommunications profes-

sionals. Because its unique, targeted audience

consists largely of decision-makers on campus,

the journal represents an excellent opportu-
nity for providers of telecom services and

equipment to reach cheir specific market.

-James 
S. Cross, PhD

M i chigan Technological U niversity

For complete details; contact
Kevin Adkins

ACUTA Mgr., Corp. Relations & Marketing
8591278-3338, ext.24

kadkins@acuta.org

\ SawYour 
Adin the ACUTA 
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What will people be saying after
this yeart Annual Conference?

Heret what they said last year:

"Very good conference. I fuel my time was well spent.

I can definitely say I learned several new things and

came away with several new ideas."

"This was my first ACUTA conference and I enjoyed

it very much. Was made to feel very welcome, met a
lot of nice people, gained valuable information that I

could take back and share with coworkers. Am
looking forward to future conferences."

"Guest speaker was excellent, very motivating. Cood
networking. Thank you for your warm welcomel'

"This was my first time at ACUTA. I have attended
other conferences, seminars and trade shows and
feel that this was the besr organized and mosr
informative."

"Being a first-timer and not knowing what to expect
ld have to say l'm impressed. l'm new to the world of
communication and this helped a lot. All the
members made me f""l *uL.o." 

"na 
r.urf f tno*

how to have fun. I really appreciate the time and
effort ACUTA pur into rhe conference."

"This conference is one of the best values of any I

attendi'

"Great conference. Cood to be with ACUTA familyl
friends again."

"l learned a great deal. . . .l felt that many of the
seminars opened my mind ro new ideas and will help
me by enabling me to make better decisions when t

return to my jobJ'

AC\JTA
7C,00
OppoprunmEr fop Lrsorpsurp

29th Annual Conference & Exposition

July 30-August 3,2000

Washington, DC

To Register Online or for More lnformation,

Visit our Web Site at

www.acuta.org



Conference Registration Form
29th Annual ACUTA Conference & Exposition. July 30-Aug.3,2000

Title First name as it should appear on name badge

lnst tution/Company

City, State/Province, Zlp Code

Fax# E-mail Address

REGISTER ON THE WEB

WWW.ACUTA.ORG

Send this form plus full payment of registration

fee or valid purchase order to:
ACUTA, 152 W. Zandale, Ste. 200

Lexington, KY 40503-2486

Fax: 859/278-3268
Make check payable to ACUTA.

. Charge $- to my:

t Amer Exp t vtsn il Mastercard Exp 

-
#

Print Name on card

Stgnalure requtred

Early registrations cannot be processed unless accompa-

nied by check, purchase order, or credit card payment.

. Federal lD #61 -1 1 8591 3

. Confirmation materials will be sent within 2 weeks of

receipt of payment or purchase order. lf you have not

received confirmation within a few weeks, please check with

yourAccounts Payable office to confirm processing, then call

ACUTA. Direct inquiries to Kellie Bowman 859/278-3338

or e-mail: kbowman@acuta.org

Phone #

Emergency Contact Dayt me Phone Evening Phone

D Scfroot Reps Only: Check here if this is your first ACUTA event.

t Cne* here if you have special needs (accommodations, restricted diet, etc.)

during the Conference, or call Lisa Cheshire, ACUTA Meetings Mgr, at 859/278-3338.

For travel discount

information, call

Commonwealth Travel

800t274-7135
8591277 -7135

PRECONFERENCE SEMINARS
Check appropriate box to register for pre-conference seminar on Sunday.

$ 

- 

B:30 a.m.--4:00 p.m. $199 Space is limited; please register early.

D Analyzing Telecom Charges fl Convergent Networks il The ntt of Telecom Negotiation

PreConference Registration lncludes:
I Course materials

I Coffee breaks (1 morning, 1 afternoon)

I Lunch

CONFERENCE
7o quallfi for Ear/y Regislralion discounl, response nust be postnarked no later than June 23, 2000

By 6/23100 After 6/23/00

$ 

- 

ACUTA Member lnstitution/Assoc. Member/Corp. Affiliate/TAC Member ....... $550....... . . . $595

$ 

- 

Emeritus Member .... $3S5... .... $385

$ Nonmember ................. $675.............., $725

$ 

- 

Student................ ..,... $350..,............ $350

SENIOR LEADERSHIP FORUM

lf you attend the ACUTA Conference then purchase a membership

within 90 days, the difference between member & nonmember registra-

tion fees will be applied to your initial membership dues.

This event has a targeted audience. Please check the Web site or call for details

$ 

- 

fl Senior Leadership Forum Only (July 30-Aug. 1 only) $595

lncludes all Senior Leadership sessions; course materials, Sunday evening reception, Monday dinner event;

breakfast 2 days; lunch 2 days; coffee breaks, hospitality suites

t Senior Leadership Forum and Conference (July 30-Aug. 3) $595

lncludes all Senior Leadership & Conference sessions; course materials; Sunday evening reception; Monday

drnner event; Wednesday banquet; breakfast 4 days, lunch 3 days; coffee breaks; hospitality suites

TOTAL DUE (Add all items in shaded area)

$ 

- 

t Sunday Opening Reception in Exhibit Hall

NC t Monday Morning GelAcquainted Coffee

$ 

- 

t N,4onday Evening Event

$ 

- 

il Wednesday Night Banquet

$ 

- 

TOTAL COMPANION FEES fl

$25

NC

$TBD

$TBD

payment encloseO t Witt pay companion fees at registration t Charge (lnfo top right)

Conference Registration lncludes:
I All educational sessions

I Course materials

I Sunday evening reception

I Monday evening event

I Wednesday banquet

I Breakfast 4 days. lunch 3 days

I Coffee breaks

I Hospitality Suites

Cancellation/Ref und PolicY

. Cancellations received by July 14, 2000: Full

refund less $25 administration fee if notice of can-

cellation is received in the ACUTA office by July '14.

All unpaid cancelled registrations will be assessed

a $25 administration fee.
. Cancellations received July 15-28, 2000Reg-

istration fee must be paid. Credit memo will be

issued (less $25 administration fee) for any cancel-

lation received July 15-28. Credit must be applied

to registration for another ACUTA event within one

year of issue.
. Cancellations received after July 28, 2000 are

not eligible for refund or credit.
. Cancellations may be mailed, faxed, or e-

mailed to Kellie Bowman 152 W. Zandale Dr.,

Ste. 200, Lexington,KY 40503; fax 859/278-3268;

or e-mail kbowman@acuta.org

q

COMPANION FEES FOR EVENING EVENTS

Anyone otherthan registered attendees & exhibitors who have paid a social registration fee must pay to attend the Sunday evening

opening reception ($25), lt/onday evening event ($TBD), and Wednesday banquet ($TBD), Please enclose payment (remit to

address shown above) or indicate that payment will be made at registration. (Sorry, children under age 1 6 may not attend,)

Name

City, State/Province

FOR HOTEL INFORMATION/RESERVATIONS, CONTACT: Marriott Wardman Park Hotel, 2660 woodley Rd. NW, washington, D,C. 20008; 2021328'2000

Be sureto askforACUTA rate: 9147 single/g167 double. Cutoffdate isJune23. Afterthat date, rooms may not beavailable and ACUTA rates will be $167 single/$187 double
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